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But How Long Will $14,000 Last?

Donations Keep Squad
1
Doors Open For Now

STATE SCHOLARSHIP NOMINEE — Quintin Walls, Murray High School senior, center, has been named Kentucky's
nominee to compete for two $500 Head Start scholarships to be given nationally. Judy Whitten, local Head Start
director, right, presents the certificate to Walls as W. A. Franklin, MHS principal, looks on. Walls, who was a member of Murray:s Head Start program 13 years ago, is the son of Raymelle Walls and Harold Walls. As Murray's
nominee, Walls submitted an essay which was judged, along with other materials, for the state honor. The two
scholarships will be given in May at the National Head Start Association Convention in California.

The donations have come'gn and the
23-member Calloway County FireRescue Squad is safe — for right now.
Over $14,000, not including several
pledges, has been received by the squad
since its members announced Jan. 8
that the squad doors would close Feb. 1
if about $2,000 was not raised by the end
of January.
The $2,041 figure was predicted by
squad members at the time of the announcement as the minimum amount
needed to keep the all-volunteer service
in operation through February.
But how far will $14,000 go?
"It might tie us over for this year but
you can't tell. Anything can happen,"
Capt. Robert Trenholm, squad
treasurer, said.
Thus far, part of the money has gone
to pay utilities, fuel and insurance.
Trenholm said.
Trenholm was quick to add that much
of the equipment desperately needs to
be replaced. Also, payments are due on
a two-year-old pumper truck and the
squad's garage, built last year on East
Sycamore Extended, Trenholm said.
For 1981. the squad owes $7,800 on the
truck and $7,000 on the building.
-----New firefighting suits topped the

Baker Wants To Lower Economic Expectations

Adviser Warns'Not Too Much Too Soon'
By CAROLE FELDMAN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — A top
presidential adviser, declaring that the
nation's economic doldrums won't
disappear overnight, says the public
may have expected too much, too soon
from the Reagan administration.
We would very much like to lower
expectations if we could because we
didn't get into this mess overnight and
we're not going to get out of it overnight," James A. Baker III. the White
House chief of staff, said Sunday.
Interviewed on CBS' "Face the Nation," Baker said the administration
hopes to bring the economy under control in a "reasonable period of time"
with a comprehensive package that
combines tax and spending cuts,

MHS Speech
Club Second In
CCHS Tourney
The Murray.. High School speech club
captured second place in the Calloway
.County High School Speech Tournament held this past weekend.
The Tigers totalled 242 points to 256
for tourney champion Trigg County.
Those placing for Murray included
Lewis Bossing, first, dramatic interpretation; - „Kelly Overby, second,
dramatic interpretation; Kim Oles,
third, dramatic interpretation;
- Mike Childress,first, hiimOrous interpretation; Lisa Mikulcik,second poetry
reading; Lisa Russell, third, storytelling; Terry Cavett and Kelly Overby.second,duo acting;
David Hanchul, second, boys extemporeanous speaking; Charles Cella,
third, boys extemporaneous speaking.
and Natalie Simpson, second, girls extemporeaneous Speaking.
Murray speech club members also
competing in the final round were
Charles Beaman, Bill Bossing, Kate
Shepard, Erin O'Brien, Sandra Whaley
and Gus Moore.

regulatory relief and a sCable monetary
policy.
Meanwhile, Rep. James R. Jones,
chairman of the House Budget Committee, called on Reagan to negotiate an
arms limitation agreement with the
Soviets as a means of bringing defense
spending -- and the federal budget —
under control.
"I think as long as we're in an
unlimited arms race with the Soviet
Union, defense spending is going to increase." the Oklahoma Democrat said
Sunday on NBC's "Meet the Press."
Baker said public expectations of the
Reagan administration's ability to contra} the economy may have been too
high.
"But I think expectations are naturally going to be high because the
American people are looking for hope,
and they're looking for change, and
they would like to see.. the economy
change, and as rapidly as possible," he
said.
In a poll conducted by the Gallup
Organization in December for the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce, 25 percent of
the respondents expressed confidence
Reagan would be able to reduce government, spending, cut taxes and balance
the budget. The margin of error was 3
percent.
Chamber economists Richard W.
Rahn and Paul A. Reardon said the
public's pessimism about the economy
may give the Reagan a longer grace
period than usual to turn things around.
- Baker said Reagan, in a nationally
televised speech Thursday, will "explain to the American people where we
are, how we got into this mess, and
within a general framework, what the
president sees as solutions to the problem."
Reagan will reveal the specifics of his
economic package Feb. 18 to a joint session of Congress, Baker said.
Appearing with Jones on "Meet the
Press," Rep. Jack Kemp, author of a
Republican-backed tax cut measure,
said he expected Reagan to announce
plans to go ahead with a 30 percent in-

inside today
Murray State's Racers won yet another OVC thriller Saturday
agalist
Tennessee Tech. For photos and details of the game, see today's
sports
section,
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Clearing and very cold tonight,
low around 5 above. Partly sunny
and continued cold Tuesday, high
in the mid to upper 20s.
Dry conditions are expected
Wednesday and Thursday with a
chance of rain or snoy on Friday.
Highs Wednesday will be in the
lows 30s, with highs Thursday
and Friday in the low 40s.
Lake Levels.
lake Barkley
356.09
Kentucky lake
356.01

dividual tax reduction over three years,.
retroactive to Jan. 1.
Jones, however, cautioned that any
retroactive tax slashing would "have
an enormous impact on loss of,revenues

to the -Treasury and make it that much
harder to balance the budget and
reduce the deficits."
He said any' tax cut should be coupled
with cuts in federal spending.

Senate Committee To
Examine TVA Rates
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. 1API — The
Tennessee Valley Authority's electric
rates will be examined by a Senate
committee in March that will also consider a possible major overhaul of the
agency's administrative structure.
Senate Majority Leader Howard
Baker said Sunday the Senate Environment and Public Works Committee has
scheduled the hearing March 16-17 in
Washington.
At his request, the Tennessee
Republican said Sen. Robert Stafford,
R-Vt., who chairs the committee,
scheduled the hearing before the full
panel.
In . a telephone interview from
Washington Baker said the committee
has conducted such hearings every two
years as part of its duty to oversee
TVA's operatitins.

Baker said he is committed to considering, but not necessarily supporting, the expansion of TVA's board of
directors from three to seven members
and the separation of the board's
policy-making
policyand
implementing duties.
The three-man board not only has
the responsibility for setting policy, but
for administering TVA," Baker said.
"That's an unusual arrangement."
But Baker said TVA officials who
testify before the committee may convince it to not make changes.
"My aim is to find out what the
general situation is, as it has been in the
past," he said."I don't go into the hearings with any preconceived ideas."
This year's hearing hasattracted extra attention because of public outcry
over the federal utility's electric rate
increases.

equipment list.
"Some pf our suits are 15 years 014,"
Trenholm said. "they're burnt, torn
and somebody could get hurt. They're
oot of a good quality."
Maintenance and fuel costs of the
squad vehicles are unpredictable as far
as alloting a budget for the entire squad
operation, Trenholm said.
"Our gas bill per month varies with
the number of calls we receive. And one
of our trucks could break down on the
way to a fire," Trenholm said.
The squad, which has made 22 calls in
1981 as of today, owns a 1978 pumper,
1976 van, 1969 pumper, 1968 tanker, 1961
4x4 and a 1951 4x4.
• The squad, which serves all areas.of

Calloway County outside of Murray,
aLso owns several rescue vehicles and
rescue-related equipment.
"Our equipment totals about $500,000
but to replace it. it would cast around $1
million," Trenholm said.
The possibility of selling some of the
equipment was ruled out since the
squad's responsibilities are varied.
The fire-rescue squad was formed in
1968 and merged with thethen-lekal
rescue squad. It has servedThe county
since that time.
All contributions to the rescue squad
are tax-deductible since it is an allvolunteer organization. Donations may
be sent to the squad in care of P.O. Box
612, Murray, Ky., 42071 or by calling the
squad office.

Freed Hostages Starting
To Be Embarrassed By
Large Crowds, Speeches
By ANDREW O'CONNELL
Aksociated Press Writer
Behind the microphones and beneath
the welcome-home banners, some of
.the freed hostages who are used to quiet
homecomings say they're beginning to
feel embarrassed by crowds and
speeches.
"I went to downtown Dallas the other
day in civilian clothes and walked into a
building," Marine Staff Sgt. JohnnyMcKeel Jr. of Balch Springs, Texas,
said, "and. before I could get to the
elevator I was mobbed."
Some of the 52 ex-hostages have been
through celebration after celebration
since being released from Iran on Jan.
20 after 142 months of captivity, and
the weekend brought another round of
festivities. _
Marine Sgt. Jimmy Lopez. who was
at the Lopez Day festivities in-Phoenix,
Ariz., on Sunday,also was honored by a
parade in his hometown of Globe, Ariz.,
last week. The former captive told a
crowd estimated at 30,000 people at the
state capitol in Phoenix that he found
the celebration "slightly embarrassing."
When forrrier hostage Robert
Blucker. 53, got off the plane at the Little Rock, Ark.., airport Sunday, he was
metby reporters. Again.
"Nothing profound, please," he
pleaded, and brushed off questions
about his captivity before going to a
private family gathering at the North
Little Rock home of his mother. Hazel
Albin.
"I just plan to relax for a while," he
said. 'There hasn't been a minute to
collect My thoughts."

Eight of the hostages attended
ceremonies during the weekend, zind
some got presents ranging from champagne to the city keys to, in the case of
Lopez, a hunting and fishing lipense
from the Arizona Game and Fish
Department. Lopez said he planned to
use it right away.
A crowd of 40.000 lined the parade
route Sunday as Lopez, his eyes fixed
straight ahead, rode by in a vintage
roadster with his two sisters and his
parents beside him.
In Waltham, Mass., a crowd
estimated at 400,001) people, bearing
yellow ribbons and balloons, jammed a
2"2-mile parade route Sunday to
welcome William Keough, who said if
his ordeal helped revive America's
patriotic spirit, it was "worth it."
Marine Sgt. Paul I.ewis of Homer,Ill,
rode down the main street of Danville.
Ill., on Sunday in an antique firetruck
with his parents, two brothers and a
sister. After the parade, he was
presented with the key to Danville by
Mayor David Palmer. On Saturday he
got a bottle of champagne from Champaign, Ill., Mayor Joan Severns.

Grand Jury Seated
Twelve members of the grand jury
were seated this morning to consider
evidence during the February term of
Calloway County Circuit Court.
The grand jury is expected to return a
list of indictments and a report on the
condition of county buildings Thursday
morning.

Punxsutawney Phil
Groundhog Predicts Six More Weeks Of Winter
By JIM McKAY
Associated Press Writer
PUNXSUTAWNEY, Pa. ( AP )
Punxsutawney Phil, the famous
weather forecasting groundhog, today
poked his head out of a burrow atop
Gobbler's Knob, saw his shadow and
predicted six more weeks of winter, according to his interpreter.
"Sco-co-colese. Eeny meeny miny
me," Phil reportedly told Charles
Erhard, president of the Punxsutawney
Groundhog Club, and the only man who
claims the ability to -translate the
groundhog's predictions.
"At 7:27 a.m., the king of all weather
prognosticators seemed temporarily
confused by the unpredictable nature of
the winter thus far," said Erhard, after
rapping on the door of Phil's heated
burrow.
"But Phil definitely saw his shadow.
There will be six more weeks of mild
winter weather," said Erhard, wearing
tails and a silk hat.
As Erhard made the prediction, a
crowd of a few hundred who braved wet
snow and chilly temperatures, booed
loudly. No shadow, so the legend goes,
would have meant an early spring.
The groundhog, according to tradition rooted in Pennsylvania Dutch
legend and the Christian feast of
Candlemas, will scurry back into the
burrow and hibernate for six more.
weeks if he spots his shadow.
"A mortal man can readily miss the
shadow, but Phil never misses it," said
Erhard, president of the Punxsutawney
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Groundhog Club. "He'll whisper into
my ear. He doesn't lie. He tells me the
exact truth.And Erhard says Phil has never been
wrong.
The groundhog made his first official
prediction in this town of 10,000 in 1886.
last year. by Erhard's count. some
1.500 spectators braved cold winds to
hear and film the animal's prediction.
Foreign exchange students visit. High
school students elect a groundhog king
and queen and a man and woman of the
year are named at an evening banquet.
"It's a holiday to enjoy without a present or a card," said Elaine Light,
whose husband Samuel was president
of the club for 25 years. .
A pair of the marmots, Phil and his
mate Phyllis, are kept in groundhog
comfort at the center. Their heated
home is complete with a burrow, a tree
and a running stream.
"This time of the year, most groundhogs are hibernating and frozen stiff
underground. But We've been able to
observe them no matter what the
temperature in the zoo." said Mrs.
Light.
' Frederick Greeley. a University of
Massachusetts wildlife professor and
unofficial groundhog guru, says
"somebody should shout down the
groundhog's hole that the price of
heating oil went up again and that we're
really hoping for spring."
"Groundhog Day is a symbol of
rebirth and regrowth. a celebration of
coming into daylight," Greeley said.

f`ACIV !WA'. ADI r

"what

better symbol of that than an
animal coming into the daylight from a
dark place?"
In ancient Rome, Groundhog Day
was celebratedas the Festival of Light,
a symbolic occasion to hail the coming
of spring. Roman Catholics changed the
holiday to Candlemas, in observance of

the lengthening days.
The groundhog, also knoivn as the
woodchuck, is a member of the rodent
fannly, related to the porcupine and
beaver. Groundhogs live an average 3
to 5 years and are found from Georgia
to Nova Scotia, and as far northwest as
Alaska Greeley. said.

ROTC CADET HONORED — Murray State University President Constantine W. Curris, left, admires the Distinguished Military Student certificate which Brig. Gen. John P. Prillaman, right, commander of the U. S.
Army's Second ROTC Region, Fort Knox, recently presented to Cadet
Capt. John J. Salerno, a sophomore at the university from Waldwick, N.J.
A
journalism major, Cadet Salerno is the son of Mr. and Mrs. John G. Salerno,
25 Cambra Road, Waldwick, and is married to the former Melissa Gray of
Murray.
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Pledge Ceremon_N--

Miss Mary Ellen Denny Is Wed
To Mr. Thurmond At Church

Held By Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority At Woodmen Hall
A pledge ceremony for Glenda Herndon, Barbara Blalock,
and Joyce Haley was held at
the meeting of the Tau Phi
I.ambda Sorority, Woodmen
of the World, Murray.on Tuesday'. Jan. 27, at the WOW
building with Ann Spann as
hostess and Diana Lyons as
cohostess.
Mrs. Spann. president,
presided. An initiation was
held at the meeting. Reports
were given by Diana Lyons,
,ecretary, and Linda Fain,
treasurer. Fifteen members
and-pledges were present.
Future work nights were
planned by the scrapbook
committee. The welfare cornnuttee reported that plans
were being made to make
place cards for Valentine's
Day with distribution points to
be decided at a later date.
Donna Garland, social
chiurnian, reported that a
social was held Jan. 10 at The
Barn with 28 members and
guests in attendance. Tentative plans for a dance were
discussed for April.
The state convention will be
March 27 to 29 in Owensboro
with Sara Alexander, Donna
Garland, and Linda Fain as
delegates, and Judy McCarty,
Glenda Herndon, and Marilyn
Herndon as alternates.
Preliminary plans were
made for this year's pageants.
The date of May 17, 1981, was
set for the Kentucky Pageant
At the Lovett Auditorium,

Caswell°,• 753-33i4
7.00.9.10 .
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Final Wk, Ends Thar.

Clara Brumley Is
Speaker, Welcome
W'
agon Club Meet
The Welcome wagon Club
met on Thursday. Jan. 8, at
the First Christian Church
with Susan McKnelly. president, presiding.
"How To Fight Inflation"
was the program presented by
Clara Bramley, extension
assistant from the University
of Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service. She 'was
assisted and introduced by
Jean Cloar, county extension
agent for home economics.
Mrs. Bramley teaches food
and nutrition programs and
has appeared on WPSD-TV in
conjunction with these programs.
Refreshmehts included a
scorated cake honoring Lois
1)f1er, member, who will be
moving to Miami, Fla., soon.
Madge Woodard was the
hostess for the meeting.
The next meeting will be
held Thursday, Feb. 12, at 3
p.m. at the Weshiew Nursing
Home.

The Bride
The bride, escorted to the
altar by her father and given
in marriage by her parents,
wore a formal length gown of
white bridal satin with a
princess waist. Worn over her
gown was a chantilly lace
cape forming a chapel length
train with a Queen Anne
neckline. Her dress was made
by her cousin, Doris Jean
Watkins.
The headdress was a crown
of tiny white flowers. She carried a bouquet of cascading
white silk roses with baby's
breath and greenery. The
white streamers were tied in
love knots.
For the traditional
something old, the bride wore
her grandmother's engagement ring worn on a necklace
given to her by the groom;
seomthing new was her dress;
something borrowed was her
slip from her cousin, Chandra
Williams; and something blue
was her blue and white garter.
Miss Charlotte Coursey
served as her maid of honor.
She wore a sleeveless formal
length baby blue gown accented by a short baby blue
lace cap. She carried a bou-

r

Ur. and Mrs. Can- Wade Thurmond

quet of red, white, and blue
carnations.
The Groom
The groom was attired in a
navy suit with a baby blue
shirt and matching vest. His
boutonniere was 'a white carnation with baby's breath.
Randy Thurmond, brother
of the groom, served as best
man. He wore a matching
navy suit with a baby blue
shirt and matching vest. His
boutonniere was a red carnation with baby's breath.
The ushers were Tracy
Cleaver, cousin of the bride,
who wore a gray suit, and
Marvin Pruitt, who wore a
light blue suit. Their bouton

Iron cookware a good source
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB - Evidently I am low on iron. I
would like to build up my iron
the natural way, using foods
that contain iron rather than
taking pills. Could you send
me a list of foods that contain
iron? Also just why is a person
tired when he is low on iron' I
know it causes an anemia but
is there any other reason?
Why do women need more
iron than men? Will I always
need to watch my iron or will
I get over this tendency?

7:00,9:10
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DEAR READER - I'm not
sure how you know you are
low in iron. If you are suffering from fatigue. that can be

caused from many other factors other than anemia. And
many people are low in iron
but do not have noticeable
fatigue.

Iron is essential to forming
hemoglobin, the pigment that
makes red blocd cells red.
You need protein to make
hemoglobin, too, and some
people have low hemoglobin
Women in the childbearing levels because they are pro.
years usually need more iron, tein deficient rather than iron
presumably because they deficient.
have an increased blood loss.-- - -Iron is also part of cytoThe red blood cells are one of chrome compounds in your
the chief stores of body iron. cells used to break down food
You can see how good your to carbon dioxide and water
body is as a recycling and to release energy. So if
machine when you realize you are low on energy from
that all of your red blood cella. an iron deficiency, it may not
are replaced every 120 days be just the anemia.
As the old cells break down
It is hard for a woman in
the iron is recycled to make the childbearing years to get
new red cells.
enough iron from food. I am
sending you The Health Letter
number 4-4. Iron and Anemia,
which includes a list of the
amount of iron in common
foods and discusses iron
balance. Others who want this
issue can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped. -self-addressed
envelope for it to me, in care
of this newspaper. P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station, New
York. NY 10019.
One of the good food sources of iron was iron cookware,
the iron got in the food during
cooking. Today with no-stick
lined utensils and other cookware this source of iron in our
diet has been -lost or greatly
decreased.
Iron is also essential to your
bone marrow's ability to
make new blood cells. It even
aids in the absorption of vitamin B-12.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I am
desperate My doctor has given me everything he can think
of for restless,legs and so far
no relief. I am about to climb
the walls. My legs feel like
something crawling inside,
mostly under my knees. The
only thing that helps is to
walk I walk half the night and
the next day I'm dead. Please
help if you can.
DEAR READER - Restless legs is one of those mystery conditions that is hard to
help We don't know what
causes it, but it is as you
describe it. There have been
some studies that show the
condition is made worse with
caffeine obtained in drinking
caffeinated beverages So try
it and see Stop all coffee, tea,
colas and chocolate. If that
doesn't work, your doctor
might want to try Benedryl if
he hasn't already.. If you
smoke. stop.
The condition is harmless
other than-causing fatigue and
logs of sleep

nieres were red carnations.
For her daughter's wedding
Mrs. Denny wore a light blue
flowered dress. Mrs. Thurmond chose to wear for her
son's wedding a royal blue
suit. Their corsages were
white carnations with baby's
.• .
breath.
Mrs. Carla Hudson, cousin
of the bride, presided at the
guest register.
Reception
Following the ceremony a
reception was held in the
Fellowship Hall of the church.
Mrs. Sharion Bailey, Mrs.
Marion Wyatt. Miss Cindy

Duncan,and Miss Pam Pierce
served as hostesses and were
presented corsages of red carnations.
The bride's table was
covered with a white and blue
silk cloth. The three tiered
wedding cake was topped with
the traditional bride' and
groom statuette. Crystal appointments were used to serve
the punch, nuts, and mints.
The cake was made by Myra
Cleaver, cousin of the bride.
The new Mr. and Mrs. Thurmond are now residing in their
new brick home southwest of
Stella, on Murray Route 1.

WHY - are you taking away our jobs?
WHY - are you forcing us to sell our homes?
WHY - are you forcing us to move elsewhere?
WHY - can't we continue to service our
customers from our present locations and keep
these thousands of dollars in the community?

WHY MA BELL?

South Central Bell employees within this community are concerned about losing their jobs.
You are entitled to prompt reliable service. This
will be harder to provide if our jobs are moved
outside of this community. We want to continue
to serve you to the best of our ability, but we
are being forced to sell our homes and more
from Murray.

WE NEED HELP!
Communicattons Workers
of America
Local 10315

In today's provoking
game, declarer saw only one
solution to avoid two trump
losers. He was right about
that, but he was wrong
about something else. He
forgot to close the door on a
possible ruff and South's bad
plan made him a wiser man.
Dummy's ace won the
first spade and a low trump
was led to declarer's king,
West discarding_ With two
unavoidable losers in the
minors, the obvious solution
was to enter dummy once
again to lead another trump
past East.
This was done and East
found the crusher. He went
with his ace of trumps
and led a club to West's ace.
West returned a third spade
(East had played a high-low
on the first two leads) and
East scored a spade ruff to
beat the hand one trick.
Declarer was right about
how to play the trumps, but
he was wrong about when.
Before leading a second
spade to dummy, he should
have taken the precaution of
first playing his king of
clubs.
West would be forced to
win his ace to allow declarer to safely attack the
trumps. After crossing to
dummy's spade queen to
lead a trump. East would
have nu entry to the West
hand to score his ruff and
declarer would have no
NORTH
2-2-A
•AQ73
•9 6 5 4
•8 4
*10 6 3
WEST
EAST
*1098
•42
VAJ3
41110653
•KQ9 2
•AQ854
*J 9 7 2
SOUTH
•KJ65
•K Q 1007
•A 7
•K

East
Pass
Pass

South
I,
4,

Neat
Pass
All pa,

Opening lead Spade 10
problems with the rest (If
West switches to diamonds
after winning his club ace,
declarer must duck.(
Knowing how is near
enough, knowing when is
even better
Bid with Coro
South holds

2-2-B
•4 2
•A J 3
•K Q 9 2
•J 9 7 2

North South
I•
2•
2•
ANSWER: Two no trump.
An invitational bid. Three no
trump is reasonable, but it is
an unnecessary overbid.
--Send bridge questions to The Aces.
'0 Box 12363. Dallas Texas 75225,
uith sell-addressed stamped envelope
or reply

Houseflies have taste-sensi
tive cells on their feet as
well as on their mouths.

Start losing
weight today
Begin losing weight immediately
with maximum-strength Super Oddoes reducing tablets and Din Plan
It takes over where your will power
leaves off A government appointed
panel ot medical and scientific experts has reviewed the clinical tests
of the maximum-strength.ingredient
in Super °drip's, and has termed it
-sate and effective" for appetite control and weight loss You eat less,
and turn food and excess fat into
burned-up energy instead of extra
weight Use only as directed Try
Super Wee: today It works, or
money back
50 TABLETS -$2.79
TABLETS-$4.59
LI,

L.
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NOU need all

REVCO
Ihy.,ou
can get

Vulnerable: East-West.
Dealer: North. The bidding: -

Q: Have you put on a
few pounds over the
holidays?
Q: Do you need to firm
and tone your body?
A:Call 753-4084
or 753-4085
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to exercise your complimentary visit

WHY MA BELL?
WE WANT TO SERVE
OUR COMMUNITY!

North
l'eNs
2•

-Where ignorance IS MISS
ILS lolly to be wise" -Thomas Gray

6.
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1RA G CORN JR

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Murray State University The
Kentucky Little Miss Division
The wedding of Miss Mary
will be for ages 5 to 8, the Ken- Ellen Denny, daughter of Mr.
tucky Miss Pre-teen for ages 9 and Mrs. Ray Denny of Dexter
to 12, and the Kentucky Miss Route 1, and Gary Wade ThurJunior Teen for ages 13 to 15 A
mond, son of Mr. and Mrs.
winner from each age group Cecil Thurmond of Murray
will represent the Com- Route 1, was solemnized in a
monweath of Kentucky at the
winter ceremony at the
national pageant to be held Ja- -Dexter-Hardin United
ly 9 to 11 in Roanoke, Va
Methodist Church.
The door prize was won by
The Rev. Eulas Greer ofAim Spann. Refreshments ficiated at the double ring
were served by Mrs. Spann ceremony. A program of nupand Mrs. Lyons. Also present tial music was presented by
were Nancy Todd, Darlene
Mrs. Dorothy Warren.
Morns. Gayle Smith, Jean
The church altar was
Richerson. Sara Alexander, centered by a baby blue arch
Marilyn Herndon, Linda Fain, covereli with baby blue ribJudy McCarty, -Donna bons, greenery, and red and
Garland. Glenda Herndon, white carnations. Baskets of
Barbara Blalock, Joyce red and white carnations were
Haley. and toretta Jobs.
on both sides of the arch. The
The next meeting will be family pews were marked by
held Tuesday. Feb. 24, at the baby blue bows.
WOW Building with Gayle
Myra and Donald Cleaver,
Smith as hostess and Marilyn cousins of the bride, decorated
Herndon as cohostess.
the church.
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A Complimentary Visit
ii
Murray Health Spa
,What would you like to accomplish at the spa2
O Lose weight? Yes( ) No( )Gain Weight Yes( ) No( )
I General Conditioning? Yes( )No( ) Other

I
I

I Have
you ever
No(

visited the Murray Health Spa? Yes(

/

I

)

I

I

I

Name

Age

Address

I
I

City

State

Home Phone

Zip Code

Work Phone

Entrants Must Be 18 or older.

I
I
I

IMIIIIIIIMINIMMIMMIMIIIMII=111=1=1111111111101111111MMI

No Long Term Contracts!
No Pre-Paid Dues!
Small Monthly Fee-Paid Each Month You Attend
We have the best in exercise equipment featuring showers,
sauna, and sun boothes.

The Murray Health Spa
New Owners—New Business—A New Relaxed EC Comfortable Atmosphere
214 North 15th St.—Murray, Ky.
8:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Sat.
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Observations
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Put Yourself In Their Shoes
SS

If
Is
e,

is

10
IS

25
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11 you can, put yourself in
the former Hostages shoes for
awhile and try to feel what
they feel now and have felt for
444 days in prison plus the
days that followed their
liberation.
How did they feel when the
Embassy was taken? Did they
think,"this can't be true." But
they found it was true day
after day , sometimes in
solitary confinement.
How did they feel when
blindfolded part times;
threatened with death; tortured; strapped to chairs;
beaten; no personal possessions?
How did they feel wearing
the same clothes or hand-outs
by the captors? How did they
like going barefooted? Sleeping on a cold floor in a room
that had little light; long in
solitary confinement, couldn't
have been enjoyed.
The all-night wait in the
Tehran airport after being
released was no picnic. Two
years ago I experienced such
a night in the Moscow airport
while our tour waited for the
fog to clear for a landing in
Odessa. We waited about 18
hours. No beds, blankets,
pillows, heat. The restaurant
was closed. We were given
breakfast about 10 next morning. As a result, I was among
several who contracted
pneumonia. I noted that one of
the returnees is hospialized in
Washington
because
of
resperatory illness.
After Tehran, another allnight event that ended in their
sun-rise arrival in Weisbaden.
Can you imagine how each felt
at being in a warm, clean,
room and lying in a real bed
with comforting linens and
covers?
"Are we dreaming? Can all
the cheering crowds, flagwaving and flowing yellow ribbons along the highway
leading into Weisbaden, West
Point and Washington be real?
Is this a dream that will end
with us back in Iran?" I think
I would have thought similarly-.
Can you identify with these
joyous 52 in the PX in
Weisbaden as they selected
about $15,000 worth of clothes
and other luxuries? Or know
how it felt to go to the barber
shops and beauty salons and
come out well-groomed for the
first time in 446 days? t I added two days for the trip after
release )
Good American food, doctors, newspapers, reunited as
a group, telephoning home,
learning that mother was
alive and not dead as one had
been told - all these and more
must have been overwhelming.
•

Now they are on their own.
After their 30-day vacation,
the', 11 probably be at their
assignments and picking up on
present day events and
changes. They will surely find
that adjustments with family
and surroundings takes time.
They may turn adversity into treasures that can be
secured with the knowledge
that no one can take from
them.
Who but them will ever
know about Iran as they did;
or have the national reception
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UCM Speaker Will
Be Dr. Edwards

they received; or have visited
personally with two presidents
- Carter, just leaving office,
and his visit with them in Germany ;
and
President
Reagan's reception in his
private office? Many of us
have never seen. eye-to-eye a
real live president.
If we have imagined
ourselves wearing their shoes
during any of their days, surely we must ask, "What should
my role be here in my community, as a citizen who has
been spared such savagery?"

The United Campus Ministry luncheon will be held
Wednesday, Feb. 4,from 12:30W 1:20 p.m. in Ftoom 304, Ohio
Room of the University Center, Murray State University
"The Economic Prospects For the 80s" will be the program
to be presented, by Dr. W. Frank Edwards, chairman,
Department of Economies, Murray State University. He
received the B. S. degree from Clenison University,the M. B.
A. from Indiana University, and the Phi)from the University of Illinois.
The UCM luncheons are held each Wednesday of the
semester from 12:30 to 1:20 p.m. in the Ohio room, 304, third
level of the University Center. Coffee is furnished by the
UCM. Food may be purchased at the Snack liar or cafeteria
and taken to the Ohio Room for the luncheon program.
UCM luncheons are for students and faculty as well as interested persons from the surrounding conununity .

Community Happenings—
Monday, Feb.2
Monday, Feb.2
Olga Hampton WMU of the
Chapter M of the P. E. 0.
Sinking Spring Baptist Church „Sisterhood will
meet at 7:30
will meet at 7 p.m. at the chur- p.m. at the homekif
Mrs. Nate
ch.
T. Beal.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Lottie Moon with
Mrs. Eunice Mills at 7-p.m..
and Kathleen Jones with Mrs.
Leone Travis at 7:15 p.m.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall, Highway 121 North at
Johnny' Robertson Road.
Murray-Calloway Camera
Club is scheduled to meet at 7
p.m. at the social hall of the
First United Methodist Church.
Community
Chorus,
directed by Dr. Irma Collins,
will rehearse at 7:30 p.m. at
the meeting room of the
Calloway Vublic Library.
Front Porch
Swing,
women's barber shop group,
will rehearse at 7 p.m. at the
First Christian Church.
Cold Water United Methodist
Church Women are scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m.

Tuesday, Feb. 3
Murray TOPS i take off
pounds sensibly Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the'Health
Center.

Delta Department of MurRecovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center, ray Woman's Club will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the club house
North Seventh and Olive
with Dr. Lloyd Jacks to preStreets, Murray.
sent the program.
Meeting of Coldwater BapFirst United Methodist
tist Church Women's
Organization at 7 p.m. at the Church Women will meet at 10
home of Sue Madding has been a.m. for the Call to Prayer and
Self Denial Program. Excancelled.
ecutive board will meet at 9
a.m. with coffee at 9:30 a.m.
Tuesday. Feb. 3
First Baptist Church WMU
Free blood pressure check
will be from 12 noon to 2 p.m_ will have its general meeting
at the Seventh-Day Adventist at 9:30 a.m. at the church
Church, South 15th and chapel.
Sycamore Streets.
Groups of First Baptist
Gladys Williamson Group of Church Women will meet as
Sinking Spring Baptist Church follows: Dorothy with Mrs.
will meet at 7 p.m. at the home Jim Williams at 10:30 a.m.,
and Bea Walker with Mrs.
of Barbara Smotherman.
Charles Hale at 7:30 p.m.
Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club will have
its sweetheart banquet at 6:30
p.m. at the club house. Each
one is to bring a dish for the
dinner, and also money for the
orders of dogwood trees to be
taken by Tonda West.

Band Boosters Meet
The Murray Band Boosters will meet Tuesday',
Feb. 3, at 7
p.m. at the band room of the high school.
Arvin and Martha Crafton, presidents of the
boosters
organization, urge all members and interested persons to
attend.

Women's Guild Meet
The Women's Guild of St. Leo's Catholic Church will meet
Tuesday'. Feb. 3, at 1 p.m. at the Parish Center.
Dr. Ruth Cole will be the guest speaker. Her subject will be
"The Hospice Program in Murray.
All members and interested persons are invited to attend,a
church spokesman said.

All-Risk Federal
Crop Insurance is
now available from
King-Landolt Insurance.
Before you spend a fortune planning your crops this year,
think about protecting yourself with All-Risk Federal Crop Insurance.
We have been appointed to sell All-Risk Federal Crop Insurance for corn, beans and tobacco. Its very Reasonable!
Insured are covered under an all risk basis of hail, wind,
draught and all natural disasters except earthquakes and
flood.
Find out how the benefits of all-risk insurance can be
tailored to your farming operation. Just call David King
Gene Landolt, or Adelle Kupchella at 753-8355.
All-Risk Federal Crop Insurance. In good years and bad, it
pays off.

All-Risk
Federal Crop Insurance

KIN LANDOLT
The Insurance Center
Of Murray
901 Sycamore

Phone: 753-8355

Singles Class of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ will
meet at 7 p.m. at the church
building.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 6:30 p.m. For information call 753-5995 or 4354385.
Basic Landscape Design
class will start at 7 p.m. at the
Calloway County High School.
Jamie Potts will be the
teacher.
Alcoholics Anonymous will
meet at 8 p.m. at the west end
of the West Kentucky'
Livestock and Exposition
Center.
Senior Citizens Centers will
be open as follows: Dexter at
9:30 a.m.; Hazel and Douglas
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Richard Valentine Puppets
will perform at 10 a.m. and
3:30 p.m. in the green room of
the old Freight Depot in the
Murray-Calloway
County
Park.

Wednesday, Feb.4
Goshen United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 7
p.m. at the church.
Overeaters Anonymous will
meet at 12 noon on the second
floor of the Baptist Student
Center.
Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. for activities by the
Senior Citizens with lunch a
11:45 a.m. at Hazel and at 12
noon at Douglas.
Bible Study by Christian
Women's Club of Murray will
be held at the home of Mrs.
Calvin Morris at 9 a.m.
Mission groups of Flint Baptist Church will meet at 7 p.m.
at the church.
Groups of mission organizations are scheduled to meet at
7 p.m. at the Cherry Corner
Baptist Church.

Adults 14t,
'-u-No-} 4
I '-23-.8l
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
King. baby buy
liousman Street, M.
Gough, baby buy
Kt 3, Mayfield.
DISMISSA 'S
Jeffrey B. McKinney, Rt. 2,
Kuttawa; Mrs. Teresa J. Duncan, Ht. 2, Murray; Jason W.
Herbert, Box 592, Murray:
Mrs. Donna F. Scott, 95
Riviera Court. Murray; Mrs.
Sherma P. Scott and baby girl,
266 Macedonia Street.
Mayfield.
Mrs. Karen Denise Brown
and baby girl, Rt. 7, Benton;
Mrs. Jeannetta D. Williams
and baby boy. 300 South
Eighth Street, Murray: James
M. Byers. 200 Spruce Street.
Murray; Kendall Jameson,
Rt. 1, Dexter; Mrs. Martha B.
Latham. 1716 Wells Extended.
Murray.
James S. Scarbrough, 1403
Johnson Boulevard, Murray:
Allen Shane Moore, 1604
Catalina Drive, Murray:
Diana L. Pyle, Rt. 8,
Mayfield; Joel M. McCallon.
1606 Sunset Boulevard, Murray; Mrs. Elizabeth Ann
Steward. Rt. 7, Mayfield; Mrs.
Larue H. Sledd, Rt. 1, Murray.
Edward E. Smith, 820 South
Ninth Street, Murray; Mrs.
Cynthia M.Crouse. Rt. 5, Murray; Mrs. Ina L. Milam, Rt. 2,
Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs. Velma
B. Rose, 1101 Fairlane Street,
Murray; Milton F. Routh, Rt.
5, Murray; Mrs. E. Jane
Clayton, Rt. 1, Buchanan
.
,
Tenn.
Mrs. Mary E. Townley, Farmington; Mrs. Kitty M.
Steele, 202 South 16th Street.
Murray': Robert J. Pierce,
779 Shady Oaks, Murray;
Mrs. Wanda M. Greer expiredl .Rt. 3, Paris, Tenn.; Orville L. Bouland i expired I 1508
Clayshire Street, Murray.

Dr. Lloyd Jacks Will
Speak At Delta Meet
lh Lloyd Jacks is the scheduled speaker at Ihr meeting ot
the Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club lobe held
uesday, Feb. 3,at 7:30 p.m. at the club house.
The speaker will present a program on "Norway—Land of
Beauty" showing slides he made while he and his wife, Faye.
were on an extended tour of Europe.
Hostesses will be Mrs. Holmes Ellis. Sr., Mrs. Leone
Travis,and Mrs. Terrell Johnson.

Kappa Department Will
Have Sweetheart Meet
The Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club will•
have its annual sweetheart banquet on Tuesday. Feb. 3, at
6:30 p.m at the club house. This will be potluck and each one
is to bring a dish.
Presenting the program will be the Memorial Baptist
Church Puppets.
Alice Rouse, department chairman, said orders will be
taken for the dogwood trees and members should bring their
money as they place their orders with Tonda West, civic
chairman for the department. This is a project of the Murray
Woman's Club.
Hostesses will be Dinah Vire, Paulette Holman, Pat Klapper, Linda Purcell, Judy Tucker, Charlotte Hammack. and
Anita Jones. -

GOLD ...
DIAMONDS ..

WE
BUY
BUY
UY

The Honest Way!
ANY GOLD STAMPED\ We ore not "Fly-Ity-Nigiders'r only in
town overnight to Nike your money.
10K 14K 111K 221(
We ve been tritsted m Podnesh for 69
.
'2.2 -•
00,
V
yaws

We'll
Pay You

CASH
NOW!

Kirksey Meet Planned
The Kirksey United Methodist Church Women will observe
the Call to Prayer and Self Denial program on'Wednesday,
Feb.4, at 10 a.m. at the church.
Women from the Locust Grove Nazarene Church, and Coldwater., Coles Camp Ground, and Mt. Carmel United
Methodist Churches will be special guests with the Kirksey
women.

/
DIAMONDS
WANTED

par

own 5 DO go IT' •
5
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OPEN DAILY 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

MICHELSON-S'
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WSJP
PRESENTS

"BID FOR BARGAINS"
The Biggest Radio Flea
Market You've Ever Heard

Murray Band Boosters will
meet at 7 p.m. at the band
room of Murray High School.
Women's Guild of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will meet at 1
p.m. at the Parish Center with
Dr. Ruth Cole as the speaker
Amateur Night will start at
8 p.m. in coffeehouse, lower
level, University Center, Murray State.
Prenatal Nutrition Class,
taught by Suzanne Seeley,
director of nutrition, MurrayCalloway County Hospital, %
will be at 1:30 p.m. in the
cafeteria of the hospital.
Wednesday. Feb.4
Kirksey United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 10
a.m.for the Call to Prayer and
Self Denial Program. Women
from Locust Grove Church of
Nazarene, and Coldwater,
Coles Camp Ground, and Mt.
Carmel Methodist Churches
will be in attendance.
United Campus Ministry
I.uncheon will be at 12:30 p.m.
in Room 304, Ohio Room,
Third Level, University
Center, Murray State, with
Dr. W. Frank Edwards as
speaker.
Jim Post will perform at 8
p.m. in the University Center
Coffeehouse, Murray State
—
Salem Baptist Church WMU
will meet at 7 p.m. at the church.

Call Twice
A Day
9:30 & 1:05
TWICE A DAY YOU'LL HAVE A CHANCE TO CALL 753-2400
AND BID FOR APPLIANCES, MICROWAVE OVENS, FURNITURE, VACATIONS, HAIR STYLINGS, MEALS & MUCH,
MUCH MORE! DON'T MISS "BID FOR BARGAINS"
BEGINNING FEB. 2ND.
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO ACCEPT OR REJECT ANY BID
IS

.2 •

•
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The administration has a long list of
possible economic and political sanctions against Iran, including reimposing the trade embargo, but it doesn't
want to use any of them.
Asked about possible retaliation at
his news conference Wednesday,
Secretary of State Alexander M. Haig
said the question is premature, indicating muck depends on how Iran
acts in the future.
-The period ahead is going to clearly
demonstrate the nature and character
of the Iranian regime's post-hostagereturn attitude,- Haig said.
He noted Iran is still holding three
U.S. citizens - including free-lance
journalist Cynthia Dwyer - and that
there are "a host of other incurred
obligations" Iran is supposed to fulfill.
including those under the hostage
release agreements.
Haig also seemed to be saying the
United States will live up to its future

Capitol Ideas
WASHINGTON AP - President
Reagan's Cabinet members are getting
an early lesson in congressional relations.
Lesson No. I: Ceingress, especially
opposition Democrats, may be demanding critics when it comes to judging
the new administration and its programs.
. .
Take,for example, the-assessment of
Sen. Joseph Biden Jr., D;Del., after Attorney -General-William -French Smith
testified on Capitol Hill: ''He was
devoid. almost totally devoid of an
opinon on anything at all."
And Sen. William Proxmire, D-Wis..
hasn't missed many opportunities to ex-presshislack of'enthusiasm or the entire Cabinet.
"They say they want to hit the ground
running," Proxmire groused to the
Senate. "Instead of hitting the ground
running, they're going to hit the ground
and lie there in a heap."
Some of the Reagan people have fired
their own shots.
Sen, Dale Bumpers„ D-Ark., tried to
draw Treasury Secretary Donald
-Regan into a discussion of the senator s
own finances.
During a Senate Appropriations Committee hearing on the outlook for the
economy. Bumpers commented."I pay
more in taxes than I ever areamed I'd
make when I got out of law school, so
I'm happy as a clam."
•'You're one of the few," Regan
replied.
Budget Director David Stockman.

6RAF1FITIr
,111,11

conunitinents iii the hostage release
agreement if the Iranians uphold their
end of the bargain
The U.S. message to Iran seems
clear, Du now what you have said you
would do and account for the remaining
Americans in s our custods , and there
will be no further retaliation.
Under the agreements, the Iranians
had to do more than just free the
hostages. They also are supposed to
maintain a iiiimuiiiwui of $500 million in
an account that will be used to settle
U.S. claims against Iran.
Haig did say the United States won't
sell any military equipment to Iran, but
there was less to than inixits the eye.
Fur one thing, Iran has not requested
any U.S. military equipment, hot even
the $457 million in equipment it bought
and paid for before the hostage crisis.
And U.S. allies. most of whom cut off
nulitary aid to Iran during the crisis.
are free to resume military aid.
The emerging Reagan policy toward
Iran seems to be approximating that of
the Carter administration, which is that
the United States doesn't want to do
anything to open oil-rich Iran to greater
Soviet influence.
Edwin Meese III. a top Reagan adviser at the White House, put these feelings into words in a television interview
earlier this week: "Iran is important to
us....We don't want to see the Soviets
step into a vacuuni over there."
The one small comfort to the administrations of both Carter and now
Reagan during all of the turmoil in Iran
is that the regime of Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini has been almost as
ardently anti-Soviet as it has been•antiAmerican

_AND WE Si4OVLDPuT
SALT
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.REAGAN

OR REGAN?

CASPAR wEolbERGER

U.S. Doesn't Want Revenge
WASHINGTON API
Although
former hostage Malcolm Kalp would
like to send B-52 bombers to repas Iran
for its actions, President Reagan says
the United States isn't after revenge.
"I don't think revenge is worthy of
us," Reagan said at his news conference Thursdas . And there was just
the slightest hint of an olive branch being held out to the Iramans.
A11.5 countrs would want to. help
another if thes realls showed an intent
to have a government that would abide
by international law,''he saidin fact, it seems clear that the whole
idea of retaliation against Iran kis been
put on the back burner by. the Mew administratioo.
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10 ears .-ago
Van Clark of MuEray Route 3 ha,
been awarded a certificate by the Ken
tueky Division of F'oresty as owner in
the largest American Holly Tree in the
state of Kentucky . This tree is located
14 !lutes northeast of Murray near
Palestine United Methodist Church,
Deaths reported include Lloyd
Henry,81, and Mrs. Goldia M. Curd.
An old fashioned Fiddler's Contest
will be held Feb. 6 at Jeffrey gymnasium, Calloway County High School.
The event will be sponsored by the
Band Boosters.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Max J. Taylor on Jan. 30.
A special feature story on Frances
Churchill, who has given 20 years of
service as Mother Advisor of Murray
Assembly No. 19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls, is published today.
Elected as officers of the Murray
Magazine Club were Mrs. L. J. Hortin,
Mrs. C. C. Lowry, Mrs. A. C. La
Fallotte, Mrs. 0. C. Wells, and Mrs. E.
A. Lundquist.

20 Years Ago

IlEARTLiN

The Murray Junior Chamber of Commerce held its Bosses Night Dinner on
Jan. 31 at the Kenlake Hotel. Ed Fenton
received the Jaycees Distinguished
Service Award, and Jim Irby the
Jaycee Key Man Award.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Bud
Taylor, 83, and Theresa Gail Bell, infant girl.
The newly organized Music Boosters
of Murray College High School ParentTeacher Association will meet tonight
at the school, according to Mrs. Joe
West, president.
Miss Erin Montgomery, Mrs. Dewey
Bazzell, Mrs. Walter Miller, Mrs.
Rosezella Outland, and Mrs. Barletta
Wrather of the Calloway Counts'
Homemakers Organization are attending the Farm and Home Week at the
University of Kentucky, Lexington.
Births reported include a girl, Stacey
Brown,to Mr. and Mrs. Don Overbey on
Jan. 30.
The Murray Girl Scout Council will
meet today at the girl Scout Cabin, according to Mrs. Ed Settle, chairman of
the home and hospitality committee.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Desire In the Dust" starring Raymond Burr, Martha Hyer. and Joan
Bennett.

Heartline is a service for senior
out, I opted to try the new plan.
tion.
citizens. Its purpose is to answer quesHowever, 1 just received a letter saying
HEARTLINE: My father was an
tions and solve problems. If you have a
that I could now cancel my election of
honorably
discharged
wartime
question or a problem not answered in
the improved pension. I thought this
veteran. When he died a year ago, we
Headline,
114
these columns, write to
were not aware of his eligibility for
election was irrevocable. Can I now
East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
cancel it? K.V.
burial expenses benefits. Can we still
45381. You will receive a prompt reply,
ANSWER: You may cancel your
apply for these benefits?
but you must include a self-addressed. , election of improved pension if this
ANSWER: A burial expense claim
stamped envelope. The most useful election caused you to lose eligibility to
must be filed within two years after
replies will be printed in this column.
medicaid. You have 90 days from the
permanent burial or cremation. So, you
. HEARTLINE: Will Medicare Part 'date of the letter to cancel your ekecan still apply for this benefit.
"B" pay for ambulance service? K.E.
ANSWER: Yes. Medical Insurance
will help pay for ambulance
By George thicket
transportation by,an approved ambulance service to a'hospital or skilled
4
nursing facility only when ii
transportation by othet means could
By TOM RAUM
endanger the life of the patient, and i 2 ;
Associated Press Writer
the ambulance, its equipment and personnel meet Medicare requirements.
one of two former congressmen with
Medical Insurance will only pay the
Cabinet.level jobs in the new adreasonable charges for transportation
ministration, wasn't spared any
ventriloquist and his dummy, male and
LOUISVILLE, Ky. APi - The singto the nearest facility equipped to procriticism.
female bells' dancers, a clown, and a
ing telegram is back, but Suzanne Sloan
vide the services you need.
Sen. Ernest Hollings. D-S.C.. noted
dwarf like the one on Fantasy Island.
has added a lot of refinements.
Transportation under these conditions
last week that Stockman had taken
"All of our people are professionals,
Who can forget a greeting delivered
also applies when being transported
pride when he was in the House in
many of them college students, who can
by a gorilla on roller skates, by a belly
froth hospital to hospital, hospital to
voting against raising the federal debt
work full or part-time.
dancer, or by a young woman jumping
skilled nursing facility, or skilled nurslimit, which Reagan now wants inNot long ago, a messenger ran into
out of a cake?
Murray and Calloway County woke
ing
facility
to
your
home.
creased $50 billion.so the government
trouble when he showed up at the Hall
"Just tell us the occasion and we'll
up yesterday with one of the worst
persons
information
requiring
For
on
can continue borrowing to pay its bills.
of Justice wearing a mask and was
find something to fit it," said Mrs.
weather conditions experienced to
Medicare, our new, 1981 edition of
It might be fun. Hollings suggested'
spotted by: police who frequent the
Sloan. "If you don't-have a song 'or a
many- • years. OneHeadline's
Medicare,is
Guide
to
now
for Democrats to sit back and watch
building.
message in mind, we can whip one up in
predicted along with heavy snow.
available. This book contains all the upStockman and Republicans back away
"We quickly learned that's illegal.
a few minutes."
A special meeting for persons into-date
information necessary concern- •
from their traditional position that raisNow, we check in with the security
She handles such things as wedding
terested in the Boy Scout Drive was
ing deductibles, premiums and changes
ing the debt ceiling amounts to "busting
guard."
anniversaries,
conventions,.
held at the National Hotel,
in.-Medicare for 1981. To order your
The price for a telegram ranges from
the federal budget."
retirements, and birthday parties,
Dr. A. H. Kopperud, Dr. A. H.
copy, send $1.75 to Headline's Guide to
$15
to
$45.
Hollings also challenged Stockman to
"And
if
we
have
to
go
over
30
naturally.
-LL--T-itstvorth, Dr. A. D. Wallace,Dr: Wood:—
Medicare. 114 East Dayton St.,' West
cool the rhetoric of his House days and
m
miles,
we
add
on
the
cost
of
gasoline.
If it's the 50th birthday for the guest
fin Hutson, and Dr. H. M. McElrath,
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Please allow
You know how expensive it's getting."
be more compromising in trying to find
of honor, he will burst out laughing
Murray dentists, will attend the mid
six weeks for delivery.
solutions to the nation's problems.
Mrs.
Sloan
said
practice
it's
standard
after being reminded that he's growing
winter meeting of the Chicago Dental
HEARTLINE: When this new im"Otherwise,- Hollings said, the blood
to
turn
down
any
request
that "would
old because:
Society at Chicago.
proved pension plan under the VA came
on the floor could well be his
demean the participant or the
A Valentine Dance was held by the
"Your knees buckle and your belt
44-44
messenger." She did agree to supply a
Murray DeMolay Chapter at the Murwon't.
flasher that one customer requested.
ray Woman's Club House.
"You sink your teeth into a steak and
"When the flasher opened his coat, he
-543
Mrs. Marvin Fulton entertained the
they stay there.
was wearing a bikini with a flag on the
members of the Hobby Club and guests
"Your little black book contains
front of it."
•
at her home on Main Street.
names ending only.in M.D.
, Recently, Mrs„- Sloan patched up a
Hogs are listed as selling foe$22 in the
- -"You're still chasing women but-'
marriage for a couple who were getting
ad for Murray Livestock Compaq-this
can't remember why."
a divorce. The husband called and
week.
The idea for "peter-o grams"
"asked that we send someone to the
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
originated with her son but Mrs. Sloan
house to sing a special song for his
-The Toast of New Orleans" starring
said he decided "to let me run it. We _
ceereiset. 1170
wife."
Kathryn Grayson, Mario („anza, and
opened last September in Louisville and
ka+44454-44++404-4-++++++++444.44444.+44+.4-1,444-4-44-•4444.044When the messenger returned, he
David Niven,
have been going strong since then."
Sharing conclusions after a 77 year joyous passage of life that
said the woman "burst into tears, hid
A native of England. she formerly
her face and ran into the other room."
began exactly on the site of the Calloway County Library where
traveled 70,000 miles a year, handling a
The following day, Mrs. Sloan recallthe senior editor first saw the rays of the old home town, excepting
perfume and boutique line. "This is
ed, "we got a letter telling how much
participation- 111'theMichigan Exodus, is more befitting a story than
more fun.she enjoyed the song." Enclosed was a
a history as preparations are being readied to go to bed" on the
Her messengers are ustially dressed
big tip for the boy who had sung it.
". . . who knoweth whether thou
in bright yellow jump suits, with a
presses. No two .persons in the county .con.14 be found to be in
"With all the problems in the nation
art come to the kingdom for such a
black
satchel
over
one shoulder.
today,' said Mrs. Sloan,"people need a
absolute agreement'in passing final judgments on the good or had,
time as this?" Esther 4:14
''But for the customer who wants
little happiness. That's what we're sellWhether in the life of Queen Esther
Lust, or .unjust, worthy or unworthy, „after devoting -four years. of
something special,'we have gorillas, a
ing."
or in your life, it is important to realintense review of CalloWay County, consequently the editors found
ize God's purpose and timing.
By CHET CURRIER
themselves in the same perplexing dilemma, however found comAP Business Writer
promise convenient after 47 years of experience as a companion
team.
that many people were sure it would
NEW YORK (APi - Suppose that,
Loss of Neighborhood: No longer can the identity of a family
soon be back. It doesn't appear to have
just for the sake of variety, the
By The Associated Press
returned yet, though, unless you ask the
neighborhood woodchuck decided to do
be recognized by living at Pigeon Roost, Tobacco, Pleasant Valley
today is Monday, Feb. 2, the 33rd day
something different on Groundhog Day
manufacturers of cars and houses, who
School or Dog Creek where folks resided, seldom leaving the neighof 1981. It is Groundhog Day and there
ceport that it has been here all along
this year.
borhood. School houses, once 81 in number, spread out over
are 332 days left in the year.
3nd shows no sign of going away.
Instead
of
just
peeking
out
of
his
every vicinity within a stone's throw of one another where ice cream
Today's highlight in history:
After the oil shortage a while back
winter residence for the customary.
On Feb. 2, 1848, Mexico ceded a vast
suppers, yard plays, graduation exercises, speakings and big singings
which resulted in higher prices, there
weather forecast, what if he turned his
area to the United States, including
was an oil glut which resulted in higher
were held in methodic regularity. Hog killings, wheat tlireshings,
predicting powers to the American
what is now Texas, New Mexico.
prices, last week there was full deconeconomy?
tobacco cuttings, country store gabfests, barn raisings, sitting up
Arizona and California.
trol
of
oil,
which
resulted
in
higher
His
credentials
for
the job are cerwith the sick and burying the dead, were among the community
On this date:
prices.
tainly good. Like any conventional
In 1635, New Amsterdam, now New
activities of yesterday. Today we are on fast wheels, working at
The Federal Reserve,according to its
economist, he's used to working with
York City, was incorporated by the DutTappan, university, hospital, Fisher-Price or some other congrecritics, has Icep,nt both too lax and too
shadowy figures. And he's familiar
ch.
stringent in cont fling the money suppgation, too tired from tending a machine or waiting on trade to
with the hazards of sticking his neck out
In 1876, eight baseball teams banded
ly.
To
be
honest
bout
it,
just keeping
too far.
find much comfort before going to bed after sending the young
together to form the National League.
track of the money supply has been a
To give the little marmot a fighting
ones off in a four-wheeler to a ball game. Identity with the neighIn 1973, Pope Paul VI nominated 30
problem.
i
chance in his new assignment, he will
new Roman Catholic cardinals, inborhood has passed out of existence; a loneliness overcomes while
Speaking of Social Security, die
need a fill-in on where the economy
cluding three Americans.
piddling with a slab of bologna at supper listening to the helpmate
payroll tax went up between 8 percent
stands today. That briefing is hereby
In 1974, communists outside Phnom
and 24 percent last month. It will go up
growling over production schedules at the garment plant or listening
provided:
Penh bombarded the Cambodian
_much further in the next few years, but
to the man about the house jawboning in indignation over first of
While you were busy getting ready
capital, killing 17 people.
the system still might collapse.
for your annual hibernation, Ronald
the month's payments, Both slam down their forks, dash for the
Ten years ago: Battlefield action was
While inflation keeps roaring ahead,
Reagan won the presidency. His elecat a 10-month high in South Vietnam.
TV and end up with a quarrel over desirable channels. Both
sad to report, some of the inflation intion was great for the stock market the
Five years ago: The chief American
man and wife are employed to meet modern demands-payments. No
vestments aren't doing so well. Gold is
Dow went up 16 points but his indelegate to the United Nations, Daniel
down 40 percent more if you adjust it
wonder each grabs a downer at bedtime to quell the conflict of
auguration was not ( the Dow went
Metynihan, resigned.
for inflation i in the past year.
modern living, drowning out the late hoii; prowl of children coming
down 20 points,.
One year ago: The FBI's "Abscam"
When an occasional bit of good news
in past midnight. Arising in the morning depleted of sufficient
bribery investigation came to light, imPresident Reagan wants to increase
crops up -- say, a rise in industrial proplicating at least eight U,S. lawmakers.
military spending, cut taxes drasticalstrength to make the morning shift without a cup of coffee and an
duction or a drop in unemployment - it
TOday's birthdays: V4olin ist Jascha
ly, and balance the budget. The experts
upper. Calloway County has become anti•neighborhood where once
depresses all the markets because it
Heifetz is 80. Actress Farrah Fawcett is
combination.
say
that
is
an
impossible
implies
that
interest
rates will ,stay
it was a conglomerate over the hills and far away." Children are
34.
Rut If he doesn't do-it all, and soon, they
high. In fact, interest ra -blamed for the whole auificiality of today's family life while parents
Thought for today. We have 40
say, the whole country will feel.
There doesn't seem to be much point
million reasons for failure', but not a
themselves spawn their offspring into the slough of despair.
betrayed.
in continuing. The groundhog just scursingle excuse - English writer
The recession of 1979 never came. It
ried back into his burrow for six more
To Be Continued
Rudyard Kipling I 1865-19361.
arrived in 1980, but left again so quickly
weeks. Or maybe a lot longer than that.
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ARM IntiEW & ORECAST
Seedsmen Honor Foundation
Seed Program Manager
John C. Dicken, manager of
agricultural foundation seed
production and distribution in
Kentucky, has received the
distinguished service award
from the Kentucky Seed
Dealers Association and Kentucky Seed Improvement
Association.
The state's .seed industry
paid the honor to Dicken, a
Lexington resident, for his
nearly 40 years of service providing leadership to the foundation seed program which is
a key to the success Kentucky
farmers have achieved over
the years in efficient crop production.
An important part of the
program is maintaining
genetic purity of seed from the
time a new variety is
developed and released until
an adequate seed supply is
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available for farmers to plant.
Since 1962, foundation seed
production and distribution
has been under the auspices of
the Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station. Dicken is a
member of the staff of the
agronomy department in the
University of Kentucky College of Agriculture. Prior tc
1962, private industry conducted the program.
Dicken was named the first
manager of foundation seed in
1941. This was two years after
the Kentucky Seed improvement Association was formed
and when seed growers and
UK agronomists, recognizing
the importance of reliable
seed stocks in crop production, organized Kentucky Seed
Stocks, Inc. to manage the*
program. Assets and
liabilities of the corporation

Farmers Look To Up
1981 Tobacco Yield
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You may think that it's too this past year, they need to
early to start thinking about select KY 17, the highest
the 1981 tobacco crop, but with yielding black shank resistant
it still fresh on people's minds, variety.
now may be the time to
"If you were fortunate not to
remember what happened to have the disease in your 1980
crop yields last year so that crop, it would be to your adthe same problems can be vantage to grow KY 10, 14 or
avoided this year.
15," suggested Smiley.
Joe Smiley, Extension
A good fertilization and limtobacco specialist in the ing program is essential for
— University of Kentucky Col- growing tobacco. "Right now,
lege of Agriculture, attributes farmers can obtain a soil test
the short 1980 crop to three to see what materials they are
factors: weather stress, going to need to get the soil up
disease and low soil fertility,
to recommended levels," the
"There's not much that we specialist said.
can do about the weather —
Smiley advises producers to
we have to take what we get." go ahead and apply lime, if it's
But, he adds that farmers do needed, so that the soil can
have control over the disease start reacting to the change.
and soil aspects of the crop.
"We need to increase our
-"First, we need to think --yields this year because we've
about what variety to use in - exhausted our supply," comgrowing this year's crop," mented Smiley..
said Smiley.
Also, improved yields will
The specialist —reiriiiids mean higher profits when it
farmers that if they had black comes time to market your
shank on their tobacco ground burley crop next year.
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Young Bull Acquired
By Select Sires Group

were turned over to the Experiment Station in 1962 to improve and expand the program.
Dicken has managed foundation seed production and
distribution of many new, improved crop varieties
developed and released by the
Kentucky Experiment Station. They include Kerdand
red clover, Kenbar winter
barley, Clair timothy, Kenstar
red clover, Kenwell and
Kenhy tall fescue, many corn
hybrids, soybean varieties
and small grain varieties. All
have been or are being widely
• • f";7, •
«mita
grown in the state and in other
states.
CHAMPION BULL RESIDES AT UTM — TMF 04 Mischief 394, a 2,400 pound, register
In the early days of the proof merit sire horned hereford bull has been loaned indefinitely for breeding purposes
gram, Dickens efforts were
to The University of Tennessee at Martin by Volunteer Hereford Farm of Kenton.
concentrated on producing
Owned by Quinton and Gary Boyett, the new addition to UTM's stock is a grand
enough corn seed stocks to
champion of the Dixie International Competition, Jackson, Miss., the Houston Stock
meet the growing demand of
Show, Fort Worth Stock Show, the International Stock Show, Chicago, and many
the rapidly developing hybrid
others. Admiring the champion bull are, from left, Dr. Neils Robinson, professor of
corn production. This was duranimal science; Dr. Harold Smith, dean of UTM's School of Agriculture; Quinton
ing the 1940s when demand for
Boyett; UTM Chancellor Charles E. Smith; and Gary Boyett.
white and yellow single
crosses generated up to nearly
$50,000 a year in sales —
before private companies took
over hybrid corn seed production.
Soybeans became an important part of the program during the 1970s when production
of the crop expanded rapidly
By DIANA TAYLOR
reports of farmers having dif- and have covered about 3,309
in Kentucky. Acreage of founAssociated Press Writer
ficulty finding enough -water acres.
dation seed production for soyFRANKFORT, Ky. API — for their livestock. The dry
The division is beginning to
beans increased from six Most of the state could use a 'summer provided little to fill staff its fire-detection system
varieties and 81 acres in 1970 good "root-soaker," although farm ponds and lakes, and full time and is receiving
daily
to 13 varieties and 371 acres in the d
dry weather has not caus- many have frozen over during fire-weather forecasts from
1980.
ed 'critical problems for Ken- the winter.
the U.S. Weather Bureau.
In 1975, with the help of the tucky farmers.
"If we don't get sufficient
Earlier this week, state
Kentucky seed industry, funds
Dave Williamson, statistirain to make up our moisture
became available for a new cian with the Kentucky Crop & forestry director Ray Swat- deficit forthe winter, the
building and modern seed pro- Livestock Reporting Service, zyna sounded a discouraging passibility exists that we may
cessing,plant located on UK's said Friday that the amount of note in reporting on forest have a much longer, more
Spindletop research farm. The rain falling on Kentucky has fires.
serious fire season then we
award citation stated that been well below normal since
Of the 113 fires reported had this fall," Swatzyna said.
high genetic purity of many last July.
since the first of the year,
During the fall fire season.
seed lots and varieties was
A dry winter, such as the Swatzyna said, most have oc- 1.196 fires burned 352,000
maintained several years state has been having, follow- curred in eastern Kentucky acres.
. _ _
_
under the most difficult cir- ed by a-dry-Sliring could bring-''
cumstances only because of the situation to "critical,"
Dickens determination and Williamson said.
expert guidance.
Sub-soil and ton-soil,
Dicken has served on many moisture already is short, and '
committees and in other the amount of jainfall this
capacities to the benefit of the month has made it one of the
seed industry and Kentucky driest on record.
Knowing what causes the may contain up to a billion
sla
agriculture. He is active in the
Thursday night's snowfall in
bunklife of corn silage to vary, yeast spores per pound," says
International Crop Improve- western Kentucky should help
and then adjusting feeding O'Leary. "These yeasts usualment Association and the the winter wheat crop, practices accordingly, can ly remain dormant as long as
Association of Official Seed Williamson said.
help you get more milk or beef the silage is left undisturbed,
Certifying Agencies as a
Several areas reported
production out of your silo.
but increase rapidly on exmember of the foundation receiving six to eight inches of
"On the average, corn posure to air."
snow.
seed committee and other
which will provide the
silage can stay in the feed
Yeast growth uses up
wheat with about one-hal:inch liunk for about two days energy in the
committees.
corn silage.
He is a native Kentuckian, of moisture when it melts.
without excessive spoilage or generates heat, reduces the
"I couldn't say it's critical
born in the small toWn of.
loss in livestock feeding acidity, and causes the silage
California in Campbell Coun- . at this time," Williamson said,
value," says Dr. Joe O'Leary, to lose nutritive value. Any
ty. He was active in the Future "but it could get that way."
a microbiology specialist in rise in temperature of the
Farmers of America during
That doesn't mean that Ken- the University of Kentucky silage in the feed bunk caases
high school, serving his local tucky's farmers are not
College of Agriculture. a loss in the value that
FFA chapter as president. He without their dry-weather pro- "What's, not cleaned up then livestock get out of the silage.
holds a bachelor of science blems, however.
will contaminate fresh silage
Yeast growth is affected by
degree in agronomy from the
Some burley growers have
and cause it to spoil faster how fast you remove silage
University of Kentucky Col- been unable to get their crops
than normal."
from the silo, outdoor
to market because of the need
lege of Agriculture.
The fact that the corn crop is temperature, type of silo and
Dicken is married to the for moisture to bring the
easy to ensile because it has a the length of time the silage is
former Helen Fridericlisen tobacco into "case."
fast fermentation rate sets up left in the bunk.
Unless it is in case, the
and they have three daughters
conditions that can cause
O'Leary recommends takand seven grandchildren. burley is too dry lobe handled
spoilage if left too long in the ing silage out of the silo at a
Daughters Janet and Beverly without damaging or destroyfeed bunk. Rapid fermenta- fast enough rate that the
live in Lexington, and ing it.
tion maintains yeast popula- material just -below the surRoxanne
Kathleen lives in Connecticut.
Brown, a
tions at high levels, higher face layer in the silo does not
Dicken and his wife are spokeswoman for the state
than in other ensiled crops heat up between removals.
members of the Lafayette Department of Agriculture, such as alfalfa, and the yeasts Any heat at the surface itself
Christian Church where he agreed that most of the state's
can shorten the bunklife of generally will dissipate into
serves as a deacon, usher and agricultural problems are at
corn silage.
the atmosphere and won't
a member of the advisory the potential stage.
"At the same time corn cause spoilage problems, he
But she has received some
board.
silage is fed out of a silo, it says.

Star-Lu Cavalier Jay-ET, a
young bull bred by Sandra Lou
Stark, Murray, has been acquired by Select Sires, a
federation of 11 farmer-owned
and controlled artificial insemination cooperatives with
the baser objective of servmg
the genetic needs of livestock
farmers.
Based on his outstanding
pedigree, this bull calf has
been selected as one Of only
100 Holstein bulls •from
throughout the United States
to enter Select Sires' Program
for Genetic Advancement
PGA) sire sampling system
in 1980.
The dam of Star-Lu Cavalier
Jay-ET, an Arlinda Chief
daughter, has met the high
milk production and type conformation standards required
by Select Sires. Star-I,u Arlinda Ruthie has made records of
22,360 pounds of milk and 968
pounds of fat at 5 years 2 months of age, and she has been
scored Very Good-88. She also
has a VG-88, 4-1,700 cow index
Apollo Rocket daughter,

Dry Weather Not Yet Critical
For Some Kentucky Farmers

Keep Eye On Bunklife
Of Corn Silage

WITH A
WHOLE HOG
CHECK FROM
HEINOLD

FFA MEMBER OF THE
MONTH — Jim Outland, son
of Mr. and Mrs. James H.
Outland, Route 6, Murray,
was named member of the
month for January of the
Calloway County High
School chapter of the Future
Farmers
of
America.
Outland was selected as a
result of being high individual in the chapter sales
program in December. He is
committee chairman in the
FF A chapter and is a member of the sophomore class.

Hog Prices Outlook Turns Dimmer
Changes in the inventory of
hogs on farms and in production expected in the future
have dimmed the bright hog
price prospects forecast
earlier.
Market analysts and futures
traders both had expected
hogs to sell for $60-$65 per cwt.
next summer, until the
USDA's December report
came out showing more hogs
than anticipated, said A. Lee
Meyer, Extension marketing
specialist in the University of
Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
,
Futures trading prices for
June and July are down more
than $10 from what they were
before the report was released. Meyer said that it now
looks like pork production in
the first half of 1981 will be
about 4% below the same
period in 1980 and will decline
to about 6% lower than yearearlier -levels in the second
half of 1981.

This moderate reduction in
hog production should lead to
price levels generally above
what they were in 1980 but
lower than earlier forecast by
analysts and the trade who
had anticipated a bigger cut in
production, Meyer said.
The updated outlook, he
said, indicates that hog prices
may rise to about $50 per cwt.
in late winter before the usual
spring decline starts. An upward price trend is expected
next summer.
Projected average prices
for January-June are $48-$52.
For the first half of 1981,
prices averaging in the low
$500 are expected.
Three major items affected
hog producers' decisions —
feed costs, prices for
slaughter hogs and feeder
pigs, and producers' expectations of costs and prices, according to Meyer.
Droutli last summer cut
crbp production and boosted

prices of corn and soybean
meal, two major ingredients
in hog feeds. Market hog
prices went up from $27 to $50,
and prices of 40-50 pound
feeder pigs spurted from $40$80.
The situation was very
similar to the one faced by hog
producers in late 1979, Meyer
said. They responded much
the same by reducing sow
slaughter. and farrowing

more pigs than expected in an
attempt to gain from good profits expected in the future.
The number of pigain the 60119 pound category, from
breedings made when prices
were low last spring, was
down 10% in the USDA report.
However, number of pigs
under 60 pounds, which were
farrowed from sows bred during the summer when prices
had increased to $50, was
down only 3%.

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric
Licensed For
Commercial & Residential

Call 436-2372
Murray ky.

evidence of her true
transmitting ability. The
grandam is Excellent with
over 1,000F' and the great
grandam is Excellent-91. Gold
Medal Dam, with a cow index
of I,172M.
The sire of Star-hu Cavalier
Jay-ET is Ca-Lill Standoul
Cavalier, one of the most
popular sons of Standout to
date. This well-respected sire
has the ability to pass ontop
genetics to his offspring as
evidenced by his latest progeny proof. Based on USDA information rum July 1980 he
has a Predicted Difference for
Milk of -1,603, worth an additional $152, with an 87
Repeatability. His latest
Predicted Difference for Type
from the Holstein Association
is
1.03 with a 74
Repeatability. Cavalier is also
a red factor bull, gving the
bull calf a possibility of being
a red carrier as well. Select
Sires expects this young bull
to sire tall, strong cattle with
good rumps. heigh wide rear
udder attachments, and very
correct feet and legs.

Next time you have hogs to
sell—butchers, sows, boars, or
off -hoos—check with the lead
or in hog marketing

CALL COLLECT
502-623-6304

Fancy Farm

Get a headstart
in your new town.
Don't waste time wondering about a last way to get
your bearings Call-me—your WELCOME WAGON Hostess
When you've just moved, you're pressed for time
And the gifts, community and business information I bring
will save your family time and money
Let me hear ro 'you soon.
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Mary Nematon 753-5570

Inge King 492-1348

ATTENTION FARMERS
WITH HIGH PRICES FOR CHEMICALS
SEED AND FERTILIZERS, IT IS TOO
EXPENSIVE TO HAVE SKIPS IN YOUR
FIELDS WHILE SPRAYING
HAVE IN
YOU* CAR A NOZZLE ALERT VISUAL
PRESSURE GUAGE WITH ELECTRIC
PRESSURE REGULATOR AND EICETRIC
NOZZLE CONTROL CAN SE USED FOR
PRE-MERGE OR INCORPORATING

NOZZLE ALERT FEATURES
• INSTANT WARNING
..
.neve. nozzle a clogged 0, Wm
,
1.1,1,04 leduced
• DRIVER'S ATTENTION IS ON THE
FIELD
Nozzle Alen, warouss the spay
• ELIMINATES COSTLY STREAKS AND
GAPS
helps assure 00.10urn co.re•oge
• EASY INSTALLATION
wi.wwywing ,ntiuowel for ,no, pop„,icv
• 11VGWAY WARNING
hal",
',is Off and clocce buzzes
• TOUGH DURABLE HOUSINGS
on •yritor SW,k h and consols
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C
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Sleets Provides Another Last Minute Special

Another Chapter Added To Racers' Escapades

,
P-

has become the Racers' stanDAVLD HIBBITTS
Sports Editor
dard as the final act.
COOKEVILLE,TN. - Mur-They cannot keep a good
ray State's 45-44 comeback
man down." MSU coach Ron
win over Tennessee Tech Greene reiterated about
Saturday night proved to be another clutch play by Sleets
yet another chapter in its and even after he had to struggle
I.amont Sleets' continuing
most of the game.
"At first, I expected them to
Ohio Valley Conference
escapades.
doubleteam me," Sleets said
The Racers and Sleets had about Tech putting only ow
been hounded the whole game man on him in the final
by Tech's well-prepared, con- _setands. -When they did not.
lk-twas one on one'once I got
founding defense bek,
practically finished by the past midcourt.
Golden Eagles' toughness in
"I have confidence in my
the clutch.
jumper anytime I get inside 20
The most frustrated and feet," Sleets continued about
harassed of all the Racers had turning for the locker room
been Sleets, who had not seen with a victory salute • imall season the defense Tech mediately after releasing the
shot. "I felt it was time for me
had prepared for him.
But as the Golden Eagles to contribute something.
kept switching guards Danny
"Coach Greene said for us to
Schultz and Paul Chadwell in get the ball to me and clear out
their pursuit of the elusive the right side. When I saw I
Sleets, the Racers could not was not trapped, my confind an answer for the entire fidence got higher and
first half, trailing 27-17 at the higher."
break after a 25.8 shooting
Sleets said that Tech's
percentage.
defense, which put a chaser on
But Sleets, along with for- him and left the other four
ward Glen Green and guard
players in a zone resembling a
Brian Stewart in keeping Mur- 1-3, had been ,tough to solve
ray from being obliterated
early but not entirely unexwithout any chance of cat- pected.
ching Tech, went to work on
"I had expected to see it
the problem and finally broke earlier in the season," Sleets
the bonds that were tying said about the chaser. "At the
down the Racers.
half, we made up a play for me
With MSU trailing 13-5 after to shoot and it worked.
the first 10 minutes, Sleets
"Everybody has been trying
GOING TO WORK - MSU guard Lamont Sleets (10)
started the uphill climb by go- to get me frustrated. I have
began to solve the Tennessee Tech defense by going to
mg to both sides of the been playing against that
the baseline for his shots:
baseline and popping in back- since the ccinference season
to-back 10 footers to put the started.
score at 15-9 and break his own
"I also thought I needed to
drought.
redeem myself after I had
But he had to wait almost thrown'the ball away in the
the entire second half to find four-to-score," he added about
his chance again. After Green his errant pass with the score
had taken over as the scoring tied at 39-all and 2:42 left in
plug with four critical baskets the game,opening the door for
from his favorite spot 10-to-12 Tech to regain the lead it had
feet away in the lane, Sleets held almost the whole game.
brought down Atie curtain once - ''We -have been using- that
again.
defense in practice," TenAfter Stewart had made the nessee Tech Tom Deaton said
defensive play that gave the about trying to cut off Murray:
ball back to Murray with Only by stopping Sleets. "We have
five seconds left in the game. Been preparing it for the _day
Sleets followed the same lines when we could use it.
Tony Smith took second place Stewart..had. used.in beating
The Murray State track
:-We had thought.about_ALS,
honors
in
their
specialities.
team opened its indoor seasOn.
Austin Peay by bringing the ing up there I in Tech's 50-48
Patterson cleared 6-10, 3-4 in ball upcourt at a steady, loss at Racer Arena the week
Saturday, taking fourth place
the high jump to account for unhurried dribble and firing in before), but we did not feel
in the University of Illinois Inhis runnerup finish while the last second 25-footerthat comfortable with it yet.
vitational at Champaign.Ill.
The Racers rolled up 57 Smith turned in a 1:11:60 time
in the 600-yard run.
team points to finish four
Chris Bunyan, Everton Corpoints behind third place Ilnelius and Richard Charleston
linois State. Illinois won its
meet with 131 '2 points while all accounted vfor fourth place
Middle TenneSseeState finish- finish,es, in the three-mile, the
Hen, 4,00)4 133, - ,.1,prr 1 I. Ras
The Murray High freshmen
long jump and the two-mile
ed second with 98 2.
5. Machu 2. Acres 8: Meitun'22 Kendall
played slowdown against
Sprinter Elvis Ford was the events. respectively.
viurro, nigh.
. . .3 10 6 5 24
Murray State's next com- Henry County Saturday in an
standout for the Racers, winnFlenr County
4; 8
ing a pair of events. The- petition will be in the Indiana attempt to shut down the poUniversity _ Invitational at tent Patriot offense. The
sophomore speedstei took
first in the 440-Yard dash in.a Bloomington,IND next week. Tigers did their job ivell,
holding Henry County to 33
Team Results - Illinois 131 '2. Middle
time of 48.4 and then came
Tennessee 96
State 61. Murray
' back later in the day to cop the State -5;. Western Kentucky 5.1. Alr Force points, but could manage just
24 of their own.
35 Northern.. Illinois :30. Northeast
300-yard dash in 31.07.
Missouri 15
Lincoln 14. Kentucky'
"We knew that they were
Racers Ernie Patterson and Staten.
pretty quick," Murray coach
Jerry Shelton said. "We
_.
wanted to slow it down a little.
COOKEVILLE, TN - In
I thought we did a good job of
what was .almost one ..the
that."
women's
With the first quarter ending Murray State
in a virtual standstill, 6-3 in basketball team's and
The Murray State ,women's broad jump. with an '18-3, 1-4 favor of the Patriots, it 'ap- freshman Mina Todd's finest
peared that Murray was get- hours in a growing program,
track team opened the indoor effort.
portion of its season in the
Other Racer winners were ting the job done. However, the Lady Racers were held off
right fashion Saturday, break- Diane Stewart in the 600-yard the Tigers could not hit their in the final minutes,as Tennessee Tech took a 77-74 deciing two sehool,records on the run. Cara O'Brien in the.two- shots.
"We couldn't score when we sion.
way to trouncing Southeast mile and the 400-meter relay
Todd had assumed more
Missouri 81-43 in Cape team consisting of Angela needed to," Shelton said. "We
Girardeau.
Payne, Diane Holmes, Glen- were in the ball game until responsibility on offense as
Jenny dira Williams and Alsinia Er- about three minutes left, but she joined MSU center Diane
Shot
putter
we just couldn't hit our shots."
Overhausen broke the Murray vin.
Trevor Mathis was the only
State record in that event with
second
Racers grabbing
Tiger in double figures with 11
a toss of 39-11. Wendy Slayton
place honors were Karen Har- points. Mathis added 14 reaccounted for the other new
ding in the shot put, Deanna bounds and earned praise
statidard. shattering the mile
Dennison in the mile, Agnes from his coach.
record with a 5:26:3 effort.
Williams in the 440, Teresa
Slayton and Alison Manley
"We got a very good game
Bradford in the 880 and Chris
were both double winners for
out of Trevor. He was the only
in the high jump.
Hunt
the Racers. Slayton ran the
thing that kept us in the
half-mile in 230:8 to complete
Murray State will be in ballgame for a while."
her double. Manley took the Louisville this weekend for the
Murray High (24 - Trevor Mathis 11.
Mark Boggess 0, Tommy Wagner 9, Anhigh jump, at 5-5, and the Mason-Dixon games.
Jeff Downy 0. Roger Dunn 0

We did a great job and
made all the correct plays, but
the game was probably decided early in the second half."
The first few minutes of the
second half were indeed a
pivotal time for the Racers as
Stewart fired in two straight
20-footers to get them started
and then turned his quickness
on the MSU press into Tech's
frustration.
Having set the tone for Murray. to get back in the game,
Stewart saved his most important play for the end.
After Green had tossed in a
soft 12-footer in the lave to cut
the score to 44-43 with seven
seconds left, Murray called
tuneout to set up its press on
the inbounds play.
In one of those timely
moments of thought that have

made Green so instriunentai
in pulling these games. out of
the fire, he turned to Stewart
and warned that Tech might
try the long pass to break the
press.
"I went over and told Brian
they were going to throw
long," Green said. "Coach
Greene had said they were
probably going to do that."
"Glen told me they were going to throw it long," Stewart
offered. "I just watched the
ball."
• "Whenever we are down
and still have tithe, we always
believe we will find a way to
win," Green added. "Tom
I Adams)threw me a couple of
key passes Ito get him the ball
to him in the lane). My jumper
just felt good."

Greene said that a slight
change had been made in the
Ravers' rotation on offense to
free Green for the shot that
kept them in the game. He
also believed that it was the
defense that saved the game
when the shots were not falling.
"I thought we were quicknejtonight than we had been in a
while," Greene said. "I just
cannot say enough brines that
we are not going to overpower
anybody.
"We just keep hanging in
there and winning our share is
close ones the Racers have
won their last five OV(' games
by a total of 10 points)."
The win leaves Murray
State with a 6-2 OVC record,
one game behind Western
Kentucky in the title chase.
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Murray State
Track Results

Men Take 4th Behind
MTSU In Illinois Meet

Slowdown By MHS Frosh
Comes Up Short, 33-24

Key

OUT OF THE DEPTHS ONE MORE TIME - MSU guard
Lamont Sleets (10) hits the game-winning shot from 25
feet.

SHOUTING INSTRUCTIONS - MSU coach Ron Greene
credited the Racers'comeback to a more intense defense
in a second half rally from a 2 7-1 7 deficit.
Staff Photos By David Hibbitts

Metro 7 Contender Memphis State In Town
Memphis State, currently
second with a 5-2 mark and the
only Metro Seven conference
team to defeat defending
NCAA champion Louisville,
will invade Racer Arena
tonight intent on chalking, up
its second straight Win against
the Ricers.
The Tigers shaded Murray
State, 72=11, in last year's yidChanger in Memphis. .

The Tigers, currently 12-6
and riding a four-game winning streak,are fresh from a 9985 four-overtime triumph over
Cincinnati Saturday.
Since taking Louisville, 6055, in overtime, the Tigers
have beaten Tulane, Virginia
Tech and Cincinnati in succession to maintain their second
place status in the conference.

Returning four players from
last year's 13-14 squad, Memphis is led by senior center
Hank McDowell, The 6-8 pivotman is the team's leading
scorer with a 12.4 point per
game average.
• McDowell is a product of
Memphis Treadwell -High
School, the same high school
from which Murray center

Michael Bates graduated.
Memphis forward Dennis
Isbell is also averaging in double figures for the Tigers,
scoring at a 12,0 clip.
Memphis also boasts one of
the Metro Seven's best point
guards in Otis Jackson. As the
team's floor general, Jackson
is averaging just under double
figures at 9.4 points per game.

Free Throws Spoil Finest Hour

Lady Racers Fall To Tech, 77-74

Women Break Records
In Win Over SEMO
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ward Jerilynn Harper, who
Oakley in ripping the Tech
defense in the first half for a - scored 15 straight of her 37
combined 11-of-16 shooting
points to push the Tech back to
and 12 points apiece.
72-70 before guard Robyn
Markey clinched it at the free
In the second half, the
throw line with five Atraight
Racers-grabbed the lead at 42tosses in the final 34 seconds.
41 on Todd's shot from the
"I was very, very pleased
baseline, built it to five at 46-41
with the way we played,"
and held it as late as 9:24 at 60MSU coach Jean Smith said.
59.
"I thought we had an awful of
But Tech came roaring back' picky fouls called onus.
"In a game as close as this
behind its unstoppable forone was, that told the story.
They were calling the outside
fouls on us and were letting
them hack us underneath.
"We were really . getting
beat up inside. Outside, we
just touched a player and were
called for the foul.
"They' had three players on
top of Oakley. We were intimidated by the officiating.
"This was the first time
since I have been at Murray
that we have been able to play
with Tech, and not just stay
close,for a whole game.
"Laura Lynn and Janice
McCracken) did a tremendous job for us," Smith said
about her senior guards who
scored 12 and 14 points,
respectively. "I thought Mina
looked more comfortable on
offense than she had since she
started playing for us."
The loss dropped the
Racers' record back to 10-10
overall going into their game
at Louisville' at 5:30 p.m. today.
GIVING TECH ALL IT CAN HANDLE - MSU center Diane
"I hope this game will carry
over for us," Smith added.
Oakley (34) battles lerifynn Harper (30) for a rebound in
Murray- State
2020 74
The Lady Racers' 77-74 loss.
Tennessee Tech

0930

77

Murray State (74 - Nancy Flynn 0 0-0
0; Jeanette Rowan I 0-0 2; Bridgette
Wyche 4 0-1 8; Janice McCracken 6 2-2
It Laura cnn 60.3 12' Diane Oakley 7
4-4 18: Chen Nagreski 0 043 0: Mina Todd
9 2-2 20
•

Tennessee Tech 4771 - Jerilynn
Harper 17 3-1 IT. Jo Swartz 4 0-2 II:
Denette Kolbe 2 14 5;.Emily. Tyler 1.0-0
2; Robyn Markey 3 5-5 LI: Barbara Dam
3 (1-2 6, Teresa Duncan 1 0-0 2; Mindy
Campbell 111-02. Janet MN:re 2 NO`
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FOULED ON THE WAY UP - MSU guard Laura Lynn (32)
cannot get her shot off in the final minutes of the Racers'
77-74 loss.
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Tilghman's Front Line Is Difference
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Lakers Hit 68 Percent In Loss
By STEVE BECKER
Sports Welter
PADUCAH, Ky. — It is not
often that a team shoots 68
percent from the floor, yet
loses by 24 points, but that is
just what happened to
Calloway County Saturday
night as the Lakers were overpowered by Paducah
Tilghman,97-73.
Calloway fired in 32 of 47
field goals,including Hof 16 in
the final period, on the way to
racking up its finest shooting
performance of the season.
The Lakers could not contend,
however, with the impressive
Tilghman inside game. •
Tilghman forward Troy
York and center Eddie Norris
spoiled the fine Calloway
shooting performance, throwing in 25 and 24 points, respectively, as the Tornado rang up
its 14th win against three
losses this season.
Norris in particular was a
thorn in the Calloway side.
The junior pivotman counted
four slam dunks and seven
blocked shots among his final
totals.
"We tried to keep the ball
away from York and Norris by
sagging in on them," Laker
head coach Chic Nute explained. "They just jumped over us
for the rebounds.
"That is where we got hurt,
on the second and third shots
that they got at the basket."
Tilghman outrebounded the
Lakers, 34-17, for the game.
The taller hosts dominated the
offensive end of the
backboards, pulling down 17
rebounds. Calloway had three
offensive caroms.
Tilghman 'guard David
Davis hit a 17-foot jumper
from the side just six seconds
into the contest to set the pace
for the state's eighth-ranked
squad.
The Tornado pressed from
the opening tap, a strategy

that momentarily shook
Calloway. The Lakers turned
the ball over several times in
the opening minutes as
Tilghman raced to a 14-4 lead
midway through the opening
period.
Calloway settled down and
actually broke the Tornado
press with total success for the
remainder of the contest. Forward Jeff Garrison and center
Marty McCuiston got most of
their 11 and 10 points, respectively, at the scoring end of the
Laker break.
"I thought we did a great job
of breaking their press," Nute
said. "You are,never satisfied
when you get beat but I think
the game was a lot closer than
the final score indicated.
"We are not going to hold
our heads down after this one.
We played well enough to beat'
most teams tonight.
"If Tilghman plays arty better than they did tonight, they
will be untouchable."
Despite the torrid Laker
shooting, Tilghman stretched
its lead out to 45-28 at the half.
The hosts had anything but an
off night, hitting 15 of 31 shots
in the first half on the way to
shooting at a 57 percent pace
from the field for the game.
It was the free throw difference, especially in the first
half, that dismayed Nute.
"They hurt us at the free
throw line," Nute said. "They
made 15 of 15 free throws in
the first half. We missed both
of ours."
For the game, Tilghman
connected on 25 of 32 charity
tosses. Calloway hit nine of 15
free throws.
The Lakers never drew any
closer than 18 points through
the rest of the game but continued to display an excellent
shooting touch,
Garrison, Keith Lovett, Dan
Key and Bryan Tebbetts combined to hit six of six floor

silo-Ls in the third quarter.
Calloway trailed at the end of
the period,65-43.
With Garrison and Lovett on
the bench in foul trouble and
Key sitting down with a sore
back after he wiped out a halfdozen metal chairs on a loose
ball dive, Nute went with a
lineup consisting of five second liners in the fourth
period.
The result was more than he
could have possibly hoped.
Craig Darnell came off the
bench to score all 11 of his
points in the final period as the
lightning-quick guard drove at
will against the Tilghman
defense.

Jeff hutterwurth and Hick)
Houston popped in 10 and
seven points, respectively, as
the second team hit the 11 of 16
shots from the floor in the final
quarter.
"We put the second team in
when Garrison and Lovett got
into foul trouble and when Key
got hurt," Nute explained.
"We put them in to give
everybody a rest. They were
scoring so well! left them in."
The Tilghman substitutes
shot almost as well, hitting 12
of 18 shots in the fourth period
to maintain its final margin.
Garrison and Darnell led the
Callaway scoring attack with
11 points apiece. Lovett, Mc-

and Butterworth completed a quintet of Laker
double-figure scorers, each
hitting for 10 points.
Calloway visits Henry County, holders of an early season
victory over Tilghman, Tuesday night.
t u1sluii

Calloway County 421,- Dan Key 30-0
6. Keith I ovett $0-010. Jeff Garrison 5 I2 11, Brad Miller 000 O. Bryan Tebbetts
4 0-1 8, Craig Liarnell 4 3-1 II, fluty
Houston 1-2 7 Marty McCuiston $0.1
10, Jeff Butterworth 3 4-5 10, Dun
Hargrove 0 0-0 0, Darnull Tharpe 0 0-0 0
32 9.15 73
Paducah Tilgluaaa t97 -Troy York 9
7-7 25, Eddie Norris 9 6-6 24, Gary Co,. 4
3-4 11, David Davis 4 2-2 10; James
Teague 2 2-2 6, Mark Cooper 5 2-4 12.
Mike Miller 1 2-24. Gil Arterburn 0 10 I.
Jonathan Cooper 2 0-1 4 36 25-32 97
Calloway I'ounty
14 14 15 30 73
Paducah l'ilehman
22 1120 32 - 97

4111

CALLOWAY COUNTY FORWARD KEITH LOVETT (45) takes the ball inside the
rugged Tornado front line as Paducah Tilghman's Eddie Norris is too late to deflect the
shot.
Staff Photos By Ste., Becker

Western Holds Top Spot
In OVC With 77-65 Win

PASSING ON THE RUN — Calloway County guard Brad Miller (21) fires the ball across
the lane in the takers'97-73 loss to Paducah Tilghman,

Key More important To Team Than A Win
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Calloway Girls' Rally Falls Short, 45-37
By STEVE BECKER
Sports Writer
PADUCAH, Ky. — The
Calloway County girls basketball team staged a furious
fourth quarter rally, cutting a
13-point Paducah Tilghman
lead to three, but could not
complete the comeback, dropping a 45-37 decision to the
Tornado Saturday.
According to Laker head
coach David Elliott, it was a
much larger adversary than
•
Tilghman, however, that
preoccupied the minds of his
players during the game.
Thursday night, following
Calloway's 62-37 loss to Marshall County, Elliott told his
squad that junior guard Rhanda Key was in a Nashville
hospital suffering from "the
„worst kind of leukemia".
"She felt weak last week
and went to the Murray
hospital," Elliott explained.
"They found that she had a
bad blood count and sent her
to Nashville for further tests.
"When they finished the
tests last Thursday, the doctors told us that she had six
weeks at the most. Her prospects for recovery were very
dim.
"Of course, it really tore our
team apart. The girls were
walking around the halls crying.
"Then, when we went down
to see Rhanda Friday, the doctors had revised their decision. They said that she now
has a chance for recovery, a
chance to lead a normal life.
that
with
said
He
chemotherapy and because of
her good physical condition,
she now has a chance.
"I called all the players
from Nashville when the news
came out. Our spirits were
very high. Everybody is going
to see Rhanda tomorrow 1Sunday i.
"We started off the game
excited and thinking about
,Rhanda. We weren't thinking
about basketball. It took us a

couple of quarters to realize
that we were going to
Nashville tomorrow and not
tonight."
The thoughts of the team,
coupled with a patient
Tilghman offense, combined
to result in just 13 Laker first
half points. Tilghman hit 23
points in the same stretch to
take a 10-point intermission
lead.
Guard Ladona Overby was
the only bright spot in the sluggish Calloway offense, coming
off the bench to sink three long
jumpers in the second
quarter.
The Takers continued to
have their problems shooting
in the third quarter as the
Paducah squad held a 29-20
bulge heading into the final
period.
Calloway ended up shooting
36 percent from the field on 12
of 33 floor shots.
The Tornado appeared to
have the game well in hand,
hitting five of the first six
points of the fourth quarter to
build a 34-21 lead.
But Calloway finally
awtikened with five minutes
left in the game. Led by the
scoring of Rachael Lamb,
Marcy Miller and Beth Hooks,
the Lakers poured in the next
10 points to cut the Tilghman
lead to 34-31.
The Lakers could draw no
closer as Tornado guard
Crystal Bell fired in 11 fourth
period points to hold off
Calloway.
"We thought that we could
stop them with our defense,Elliott said. -We figured that
if we stopped their fast break,
they wouldn't be able to score.
I was very surprised that they
scored 45 points against us.
"We played a sagging zone

on defense. We just didn't
check off on the boards. I felt
that that was where they beat
us.''
Lamb led Calloway with 12
points. Miller and Overby added six points apiece as the
Lakers fell to 1-8 on the year.
"We have been on a ride of
emotion this week," Elliott
said. "That is all that we have
got on our minds,that we want
Rhanda well. It doesn't matter
if We go 1-18 now that Rhanda

has got a chance.
"Rhanda is going to,- go
through a hard time now.
Anybody who knows anything
about Calloway girls basketball,! hope they pray for her."
Elliott said that Key is currently in Room 8217, Vanderbilt Hospital in Nashville.
Callouay Couuty (37)- Dana Hoke 0
1,4 I: Jena Hoke 1 1.2 3- Rachael Lamb 3
6-1112, Marcy Miller 22.26; Patty Doyle
0 0-0 0; Beth Hooks 1 2-1 4; Angie Futrell
2 0-0 4; Mum Todd 0 1-2 I; Ladona Overby 3 0-06. 12 13-25 37.

Paducah Tilghman 145i -Stacy Dyer
I 2-4 4, Crystal 8e0 6 6-8 18: Ka,sen
Meredith 3 2-4 8, Arlanda Ray I 1-6•3!
Elaine McDonald 4 4-5 12, Alethea Murray 00.00 15 15-27 45
Calloway County
6 7 7 17 - ir
Paducah 1 ilghtnan
14 9 6 16 4

By The Associated Press
Western Kentucky, scoring
its first win at Morehead State
in five years, holds on to the
top spot in the Ohio Valley
Conference college basketball
standings.
The Hilltoppers downeo
Morehead State 77-65 while
second-place Murray edged.
Tennessee Tech 45-44 in two
key weekend games. In other
action, Eastern Kentucky
defeated sagging Middle Tennessee 55-53 and Austin Peay.
nipped Akron 58-57.
Sophomore forrward Percy
White hit 19 points to lead
Western Kentucky's balanced
scoring attack. The Hilltoppers raised their record to 13-5
overall and 7-1 in conference
play while Morehead dropped
to 9-9 overall and 3-6 in the
OVC.

The Hilltoppers, trailing 3534 at the half, took the lead for
good at 48-46 with 12:19 to play
and pulled away to a lead of 14
points in the late going.
Junior guard Glenn Napier
poured in 22 points for the
Eagles.
Stete Robinson scored on a
driving layup with three seconds left as Eastern Kentucky upset Middle Tenneessee, which had trailed the
entire second half before
rallying to tie with 1:13 left on
a 10-footer by Chris Harris.
Eastern Kentucky then froze
the ball until Robinson broke
free for his winning basket.
Eastern Kentucky lifted its
recordto-8-10 overall and 5-3 in
--league- play. The Blue
Raiders, at one time the
unbeaten leader in the league,

EniouJour Favorite Meals
at lWry Enjovable
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Floe chopped steak. cooked Just
the way you like it Served wittSalad Bar, your choice of Bakect
Potato or Fries & Stockade
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Crisp on the outside, tender in
the middle Served with Salad I
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GETTING OUT ON THE BREAK — Calloway County
guard Jena Hoke(10)leads the Lady takers downcourt.

Sports In Brief

Transactions

The
1Sirloin

Dinner

Ste.alenStqf
Dinner

The steak we ve built our
thick es tender
reputation on
cooked lust the way you like
served with Salad Bar. Baked
•

Thick Chopped Steak
smothered in a delicious sac
of cheese peppers onions 8
tomato Served with Salad B.,
Hot Baked Potato or Fries &
Stockade Toast

Potato or Fries & Stockade
Toast

See or Coll
Ed West
At Parker/eel

•

TAAe

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
By The Associated Press
TENNIS
SeventhF'HILADELPHIA i AP
seeded Roscoe Tanner defeated Wopek
Fibs It of Poland 6-2, 7-6. 7-5 to win the
1250.000 U S. Pro Indoor Tennis Championships
Tanner earned a $45.000 first prize
Fibak pocketed $22,500
CHICAGO 1AP - Top-seeded Martina Navratilova defeated second-seeded
liana Mandllkova of Czechoslovakia 6-4,
6-2 to win her fourth consecutive Avon
champiornhip tennis tournament in this'
city
The 24-year-old Czech expatriate collected a $35,000 top prize
GOLF
DEE-71E1E1D BEACH, KB 1API Sandra Palmer overcame a final-round
2-overpar .5 and Poatrd a 2-stroke Yu-

dropped to 5-4 in the OVC and
13-5 overall.
Senior guard Bruce Jones of
Eastern Kentucky handed out
seven assists to set an OVC
career record of 643. The
previous mark was held by
Austin
Pea vs
Norman
Jackson from 1974-78.
Center Dale Jenkins led the
Colonels with 13 points and
nine rebounds while forward
Jerry Beck topped Middle
Tennessee with 20 points.
Andrew Burton's two free
throws with seven seconds remaining lifted Austin Peay
over Akron. Burton, a 6-foot-2
senior guard, finished with 22
points to lead both teams as
Austin Peay improved to 11-9
on the season, 4-5 in league
play. The host Zips dropped to
6-13 overall,3-5 in the OVC.

114 The Associated Press
tory over Amy Alcott in tlw 1 FDA,
BASEBALL
$100,000 Whirlpool Championship of
American League
Deer Creek
HAI TIMORE ORIOLES Announced
Palmer. who earned $15,000, finished
the 72-hole event at 294, 8 under par, in that Kiko Garcia, iiiielder, has reached
agreement on a one-year contract
posting her hest Two victory since 1977
National league
Alcott woe 69.800 for second Janet
ATLANTA BRAVES Signed Tommy
Coles, Patty Hayes, Kathy Whitworth
Boggs, pitcher. los one-year contrail
and Bonnie Lauer tied for third at 287
HOCKEY
PEBBLE BEACH, Calif APi
Tom
National Hockey league
Watson binlied the lath hole and tied
COLORADO ROCKIES-Traded Rene
Brad Bryant for the lead in the rain
delayed second round of the $225,000 Robert, nght wing,to the Toronto %pie
Ring Crosby National Pro-Am Golf Tour. Leafs for future considerations
GENERAL
nament
COMMITOLYMPIC
S
Vi.aLson, win, shot. 3-underpar 69, and
Bryant had 2-round totals of 136, eight TEE-Elected William E Simon president
shots under par Bryant shot a 67
One shot back in the 54-hole event were
WAYNE STATE-Named Dare Fans
Jerry Pate, Hen Crenshaw and Jishn
heed football coach
Cook

colLecr.
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Old, Poor Yankees Cannot Afford To Stay Warm
Bs HAL SPENCER
Associated Press Writer
PROVIDENCE, R.I. ( AP)
— Winter in New England:
bulging wood piles, pungent
wood smoke, thrifty Yankees
snug by glowing wood fires.
The stuff of a Norman
Rockwell painting.
But in the cities — in tiny
apartments and drafty old
houses — old and poor
Yankees are known to coax
heat off kitchen stoves and
ovens after fuel oil tanks in the
basement run dry_

Record -breaking people dying of hypothermia
temperatures and the $1.20-a- We have people leaving stoves
gallon cost of fuel od have and ovens on. We've had fires
because of it," she said
made real what was only
In some New England
feared a few years ago —
including
thousands of people cannot af- states,
Massachusetts and Rhode
ford to stay warm_
"It looks very bad this year. Island, natural gas and elecWe have more people eligible tric companies are prohibited
for government help and more by law from turning off the
people signing up," Sister Bet- heat during winter months if
ty Murtagh, a Catholic nun users can't afford to pas But
the fuel oil suppliers, whose profor
working
Massachusetts Association of duct heats most New England
Older Americans, said with a homes, face no such restrictions.
sigh.
'I expect I'll have my gas
"We worry about elderly

Kenny Rogers Is Big Winner
At American Music Awards

is

By Y..t1IDENA AR/SR
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES AP) —
Country music star Kenny
Rogers was the big winner
with four awards at the eighth
annual American Music
Awards.
In the nationally televised
awards show Friday night,the
absent Rogers swept four
awards, including favorite
male pop and country vocalist
and country single for
-Coward of the County." Also,
for the second year in a row,
The
Rogers' popular
Gambler" was named
favorite country album.
In the favorite soul album
category, Michael Jackson
also scored .for the second
straight year with the same
recording, "Off the Wall."
Jackson was also named
favorite male soul vckalist.
• American Music Awards
are given for favorite male
and female vocalist, group,
album and single in each of
three major groups — poprock, country and soul — with
the winners determined by
polling some 30,000 persons
chosen to reflect the
demographics of the recordbuying public.
Unlike most entertainment
awards, 'eligibility for the
American Music Awards is

Earth, Wind & Fire won its
not determined by a recording's date of release. Instead, fourth favorite soul group
nominees are drawn from trophy and the Statler
year-end record charts on the Brothers got country group
music trade publications Cash honors for a third straight
Box and Record World — year.
Barbra Streisand was namwhich ia'why popular albums
pop
such as`1*The Gambler" and ed favorite female
won
"Off the Wall" could win in vocalist, the Eagles
favonte pop group and Billy
two years.
The only other album to Joel's "Glass Houses" was
score twice was Stevie named favorite pop album.
Wonder's "Songs in the Key of
Life," which was favorite soul
album in 1977 and 1978.
Jackson and the evening's
other double-award winner,
Diana Ross, were among a
handful of victors who collected their transparent,
pyramidshaped trophies in
person. Miss Ross took honors
for favorite female soul
vocalist and soul single, "Upside Down."
The only other winners attending the ceremonies were
Barbara Mandrell, getting her
first American Music Award
in the country female
category, and John Deacon
and Roger Taylor of the rock
group Queen, whose "Another
One Bites the Dust" was voted
favorite pop-rock single.
Veteran rocker Chuck Berry
was there to accept a special
Distinguished Merit Award
given each year b'y the awards
committee.

Attorneys For Penthouse
Rev. Falwell Go Before
Federal Judge Today
LYNCHBURG. Va. ( AP( —
Attorneys for Penthouse
magazine and the Rev. Jerry
Falwell were going before a
federal judge today in their
battle over an interview with
the evangelist printed in the
adult Magazine.
Falwell is seeking a permanent order from U.S. District
Judge James C. Turk to ban
distribution of the magazine's
March issue on the grounds he
specifically asked the freelance writers who interviewed
him not to sell their story to
Penthouse or Playboy
magazines.
Falwell obtained a ternporary restraining order Friday against distribution of the
magazine until today's hearing.
The minister is founder and
president of Moral Majority
Inc., founder and star of the
Old Time Gospel Hour radio
and television broadcast,
pastor of the 17,000-member
Thomas Road Baptist Church
here and founder of a local

stove going for the rest of the assistance program has $76
winter.' said Julia Thomas of million to spend on as many as
Providence as she walked 441,000 eligible people In
through the snow one morning
Maine, the figure is $23.8
to apply for government million for an estimated 60,000
assistance.
people.
Mrs. Thomas, 53, a single
In Maine,the poorest fanuly
parent of two children, said qualifies for up to $500 to buy
her oil tank had been empty fuel oil. In Rhode Island the
for a week. She stood in a
maximum for the most needy
crowd of people with similar is $450.
stories to seek government
"A number of people I know
help. "I keep the temperature about have already exhausted
at 60 degrees, but it's hard their allotments, and the
'cause it's so cold."
winter isn't even half over,"
Congress voted to spend Dick Rowland of the Associa$1.756 billion this year in the tion of Older Americans in
Low
Income Energy
Massachusetts said.
Assistairce
Program,
"Rhode Island's assistance
authorized by the Crude Oil program would shut down toWindfall Profits Act.
day if we were to give people
But in a winter like this one, the kind of money they really
the coldest since 1885, the
need to keep warm," said Liza
money isn't enough, governReadyhough, head of Rhode
ment workers say.
-Island's program.
From mid-December to
"Because of the cold winter,
mid-January, temperatures the average six-room house
seldom reached the normal
has already consumed over
level of 30 degrees. On many 900 gallons of fuel. Even the
days, the mercury didn't top
neediest person can get only
20 degrees, and nighttime 375 gallons under our protemperatures often plunged
giam,"she said.
below zero. More bitter cold is
"President Reagan's deciforecast.
sion to decontrol oil will raise
received
$11.3
Rhode Island
the price even more and mean
million in heating aid to serve that much less heat for poor
an estimated 18,000 families. people," Mrs. Ready hough
In Massachusetts, the fuel said.

Rhode Island energy offictaLs expect decontrol to
raise the price of heating oil
by about a nickel a gallon.
Jadine O'Brien, director of
Maine's program, said the
state has already spent about
$18 million of the $23.8 nullion
allocated.
"If it stays this cold for the
rest of the winter, there'll be
problems," she said.
Mrs. O'Brien worries most
about "a heck of a lot of elderly people — very proud New
England Yankees — who
wouldn't come in from the
cold for help."
The plight of the elderly
seems especially acute.
Gerontology' students at the
University of Massachusetts
in Roston conducted a survey
of low-income elderly and
found that rising fuel costs
have "profoundly altered" the
lifestyles of thousands of
retired people in the state.
In dealing with the problem
of keeping warm, "everyone
seems to begin by regulating
their thermostats," the survey
found.
"Second, there are those
who have to dip into their
retirement savings, unable to
fulfill their dreams and barely
able to pay their bills. Third,

MSU Department Offers
Assistance To Taxpayers
Taxpayers who are senior
citizens, students, or have a
fixed or low income qualify for
the free income tax assistance
under the Volunteer Income
Tax Assistance Program
(VITA).
Sponsored nationally by the
Internal Revenue Service, the
VITA program is conducted
locally by Murray State
University's accounting and
finance department and the
Beta Alpha Psi accounting
fraternity.
Beginning Feb. 4, the free
tax assistance will be offered
every Wednesday afternoon
from noon to 4 p.m. at Roy
Stewart Stadium. Interested
taxpayers should go to Rooms
226 and 228 for the public service. The last Wednesday for
the VITA program will be

.•
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Brake ServiceYour Choice
Regular
$80.

I Transmission
Tune
-Up
•
$

brake lining all 4 wheels • New
front grease seals • Repack
front wheel bearings • Resur• new front brake pads and grease
seals • Repack front wheel bearings OR face drums • Repack front
• Resurface front rotors • Inspect caliwheel bearings • Inspect hy• pers and hydraulic system, add fluid,
draulic system.
(Does not include rear wheels.)
Offer Ends February 28.
I
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Tibbs oversees the Beta
Alpha Psi students who
prepare the tax returns. The
students who work must have
taken the Individual Income
Tax course and receive no
credit for their efforts. Each
return that is prepared is
mathematically verified and
quality reviewed by Tibbs.
For further information, the
Accounting and Finance office
may be contacted at 762-4193.

SAVINGS
ECIACU
4-WHEEL DRUM:I nstalttiew

Arot
Mov

April 15, the deadline for mailing the tax forms.
Accounting professor Phil
Tibbs, coordinator, set up the
VITA program two years ago.
In its second year the MSU
program was nationally
recognized for a 99 percent increase over returns prepared
in the prior year.

SERVICE STORES
AUTO SERVICE _

Additional parts and services extra if needed:

cr

there are those who have had
to severely limit food."
Sister Murtagh called the
elderly the -new poor,some of
whom have saved all their live
only to watch their hard work
confiscated by high energy
cost."

4P-Br
G ODAyYEA At

MI=IMil Mil NM 1111 NM MIN 1E1

web of Christian schools.
He is seeking $10 million in
damages.
Penthouse attorney Roy
Grutman of New York said the
magazine considered Turk's
Friday decision a violation of
First Amendment rights, but
would abide by the judge's railing if possible.
The attorney said he didn't
know if distribution of the
magazine's 4.5 million copies
could be delayed on such short
notice.
Grutman said Penthouse International Ltd. invests $15
million to $30 million each
month in its publication.
Falwell "has put up a $5,000 ▪
bond which is a spit in the
ocean compared to the
damage he's already done to •
•
us," the lawyer said.
▪
Grutrnan said Turk's initial
ruling allowed Falwell to control the media as he wished.
"There's no irreparable
harm to him, and I can't see
how the truth would harm
anyone," Grutman said.

there are those who are forced
to give up significant possessions, such as cars, or meaningful routines, such as entertaining friends.
"Fourth, many have no
choice but to reduce the size of
their living area. And last,

(Probli
your eht
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Replace transmission fluid
• Install new pan gasket • Replace transmission filter, when
equipped • Adjust linkage
Reg.$35.
and bands, where applicable
Add., ea I par,.
• Most U.S.cars,some imports.
'seoir,extra 11
Offer Ends Feb. 28.
=11NO Eli Ell MN=InI= MI MN MIIN MO

BUMPER TO BUMPER SERVICE FOR U.S. CARS,IMPORTS & LIGHT TRUCKS

I

I

I

ANEW CITY.
DIRECTORY FOR
MURRAY

XS,

We are currently gathering new
information for the new city
directory. Your cooperation in
assisting our enumerators list
your family and business correctly will be appreciated. There is
no charge for your listing.

JOHNSON
PUBLISHING
CO.
Your City Director Publisher
_
0

I

I

I

Front Wheel I Lube,Oil Change I 12-Month Tune-Up
II AlignmentAnd •
And Filter
• Balancing Service
$

I

I $42$47$49 II
I

I*

•

Ref!
$30.
Parts and

edditvinal
services mitre if needed

• Set caster, camber, and
toe to proper alignment
• Inspect steering and
suspension systems

• Computer balance two
front wheels
Most U S cars including front
wheel drive Many imports
Chevettes extra
*Offer Ends February 28

INCLUDING
Our 9-point maintenance
check:

II
i

• Transmission fluid • Battery cables

• Air Filter
flind
• Belts and hoses
• Brake fluid
• Differential level
• Battery water level • Tire pressure
Inchides many imports and light trucks
Fiease call for appointment
• POWPT

Int As up to five
quarts major brand
tow in

II

steering

4c

I
I
I

I

I

Electronic Ignition Systems Additional parts and services extra
if needed
9
.12.MONTH TUNE-UP SERVICE AGREEMENT
Goodyear will tune your car electronically, and present you with a
Free Engine Analysis certificate good lot one year horn the date of
the tune•up .ANY
W1THIN ONE )(FAWN your runeup take your
invoice and rensfic ate hack to the store that performed the tone-up.
and Goodyear wall provide. hee of charge up to three separate analyses
If any of these check-ups indicates the need for any adjustments or
part replacements that were part of the original tuneup, Goodyear
will make the adjustment or replacement free of rharre

rim-.

ELECTRONIC IGNITION: Check charging and starting
systems • Install new rotor, new spark plugs - Set timing to
recommended specs • Lubricate and adjust choEie • Adjust
Offer Ends February 28.
carburetor,
I
STANDARD IGNITION: Add $8.00 for requited points,
condenser
and additional labor,
I
Gingilai
•
Goodyear Revolving (.1..any of these other ways to buy. Our Own Customer Credit Plan
I Charge Ar'.ifflf
1Y
• MasterC aid • Visa • America', Express • Carte Blanche • Diners Club MEM MEMO.
I

I

Limmemsesase Just Say'Charge It'
Hours: 7:30 a.m. Until
6:00 P.M. Mon.-Sat.

The Service Store
S. 12th Murray,Ky.

I
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serve
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I

I
II
I

Phone: 753-0595

•
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Millions Underinsured or Totally Without Life Insurance.

had

Still 1St ICS gathered by the
-Life Insurance Fact Book• recognized authority on
legal reserve life insurance
Is that
comp•nies.
Americans as • whole are
underinsured
woefully
This
alarming situation is rapidly
worsening because of the
present deteriorating effects

Ito
Ii
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Around World, Around Block
Moving Is a Pain

as

of ravaging inflation upon the
value of our U S currency
Due to many reasons among them — procrastina•
age
tion
health
many persons have absolutely no life insurance or have
so little, because of ,present
day inflation, it has lost much
of its protective power

This situation can have a
severe social impeAt on family
life It is especially important
when older parents have absolutely as life insurance
When they. die, along with the
grief, comes the added burden
of funeral and burial expenses Bankers Fidelity Life

Insurance Company has now
created a policy designed especially for this circumstance
It is the GUARANTEED IS.
SUE 40 thru 140 LIFE PLAN
This unique plan allows
thousands of persons between
40 and 80 years of age to get
life insurance No physical ex -

*HA
free

•••,

;fir

-

w

Aminetion is required And no
health gut...turn, are asked
You can not be turned down. it
you re between 40 and MO Ni,
longer do you worry about not
having life insurance because
of age or health, under this
easily available polo y
Now .you can have sour ian

••

insurance At a ,yrr
'unable cost and hay.- that
warm feeling that IOW woh t
tie an added burden on sour
family when the tame comes
If you are interested in the
protection send in the No Of
ligation Coupon in the adser
ti,ement below for lull det.rik
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By Abigail Van Buren
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HERE'S AN EXCITING
LIFE INSURANCE OFFER

1
DEAR ABBY: If LOVES To MOVE were married to a
petroleum engineer, as I am, she would soon lose her
appetite for moving. •
I recently completed any 72nd move! These moves have
encompassed 17 foreign countries, three states and four
Canadian provinces. To date, the record has been six moves
in less than I I months!
Each of our four offspring has attended•over 30 different
schools. Happily, none has suffered either academically or
psychologically. I consider myself fortunate to have been
able to spend two consecutive Christmases in the same
house.
In the last 30 years, I have set up housekeeping in the
bustling cities of the Far (and Near) East, in the steaming
junglesof South America, and I've even pitched tents in the
deserts of Saudi Arabia. I've braved native uprisings,
revolutions, sandstorms, tropical floods and was left
completely homeless twice through evacuations.
Small wonder my family and friends think I'm crazy, but
were they to read of LOVES TO MOVE,they would consider
her to be totally insane! Sign me,
MOVIN' RIGHT ALONG
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NO Physical Exam
Required!

DEAR ABBY: LOV,ES TO MOVE is sitting on a gold
mine! She should help others (for a fee) who hate to go
through the hassles of packing and moving.
I don't think she's any crazier than the men who buy a
different car every other year. but I do think she's crazy if
she doesn't use all that energy to earn money. If she doesn't
live in a town large enough to make money helping people
move, she can "move':. to..a bigger town.
• ALSO LOVES TO MOVE

YOU CAN'T BE TURNED DOWN!
1441

HERE'S MORE EXCITING
NEWS FOR YOU II

DEAR ALSO: Move over for another reader who
shares your view:

DEAR ABBY: The letter from LOVES TO MOVE made
my day. My husband and I also love to move, but this is the
first time we ever heard of anyone else who did. We've been
married for 26 years and have moved so many times we
actually lost count, (We even moved back into the same
house three times!)
It's expensive and hard work. We're not young any more.
and hope our next move is to the cemetery.
CRAZY LADY
DEAR ABBY: LOVES TO MOVE answered her own
question: "I'm never satisfied.? I know how,her children
must feel, because my mother was also a mover. No sooner
did we get settled in a new house when Mother found one
she liked better. It was hard on us kids having to make new
friends in a strange neighborhood.
I had a friend who had the same problem, only worse. Her
mother moved 33 times in 14 years, and they never left the
neighborhood! This friend's father woke up in bed with a
neighbor lady one morning. His wife had actually moved
two doors down while he was out of town, and she never told
him about it. He came home in the middle of the night, let
himself in the darkened house and went directly to bed. The
- Widow Jensim never got Over the shock.
Your advice was perfect. LOVES TO MOVE needs to have
her head examined.
HAVEN'T MOVED IN 35 YEARS

89
ISSUE

EXCLUSIVELY FOR PERSONS AGES 40THRU 80

.5

DEAR ABBY: Why do you think the woman who loves to
move should have her head examined? Let her do her thing:
And I think her husband (deserves praise for understanding.
.1.know people with sillier and more expensive hobbies. At
least she is moving within the same city that keeps the cost
down.
We also moved a lot but always to another country —
usually crossing an ocean, I'll bet lots of people thought we
were nuts, but I enjoyed it tremendously.
LIESEL IN SEAL BEACH, CALIF

Absolutely NO Health
Questions Asked!

iLAN
4

4

All you do in mail us the coupon below, and we'll send you free de
scriptive literature about this easy-to-get moil order insurance plan
Send for this free information today. Don't be left out!

Now Is The Opportune Time....

READ ON ... HERE'S HOW WE CAN DO IT!

for you to take advantage of this mail order life insurance opportunity. We are proud of the guaranteed benefits of this unique insurance plan. Here are
some examples:
11. * Guaranteed increasing death benefit formula, providing
an additional cash accumulation at the annual rate of
Nik
10% compounded daily, for non-accidental death during the preliminary benefit period.

ok,N1

de

(Problems? You'll feel better if you get them off
your chest. For a personal reply write to Abby, 132
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please
enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope.)

During this important preliminary period . . . regardless of your age
. . the accidental death benefit is the full cash amount set out in your
policy as the Guaranteed Ultimate Face Amount of Insurance.

* Our direct-to-you mail order low cost.

From the very first day during the preliminary "Estate Accumulating
Period" your policy's benefits are building into full permanent life insurance, and when your specific preliminary period has been fulfilled,
then the death benefit for death from any cause whatsoever is the
Guaranteed Ultimate Face Amount of permanent life insurance set out
in your policy. The policy's cash values also accumulate as is customary
with standard ordinary life insurance plans, for you to use as a reserve
fOnd if needed.

* Our no-risk, 30-day money-back guarantee permits you
to examine your policy and make up your mind in the
privacy of your home.

******

Your mind will be at ease in knowing you will have an improved final
estate to prevent loved ones being burdened with heavy bills.

ADDITIONAL LIFETIME GUARANTEES

A we

The key to issuing this insurance without physical examination or any
health requirements whatsoever is the use in the policy of a preliminary
"Estate Accumulating Period" (three years if you are under 65 and two
years if you are 65 or over). During this period the guaranteed death
benefit for non-accidental death is c continuously increasing amount
equal to all the cash premiums you have paid PLUS an additional cash
accumulation at the annual rasteof 10% compounded daily.

* Guaranteed Ultimate Face Amount of Insurance is the
accidental death benefit from the very first day your
policy is in effect .
. protecting your estate against a
catastrophe from accidental death.

* It's GUARANTEED ISSUE ..
all people ages 40 thru 80
can easily acquire this insurance through the mail without red tape.

•••

-

1

The cost is only $9.95 a month for all ages. The amount of coverage
you' receive is based on your sex and present age. Your low
monthly premium can never be increased .
your guaranteed
benefits can never be reduced.
•
We cannot cancel your policy for any reason. You own your policy
and only you control the destiny of this fine coverage.
***

446

?,

ri'vt

Why Should I Consider This Plan Now?
You are probably underinsured now, and every day spiraling inflation and
snowballing costs are dangerously eroding the buying power of your
insurance and your cash savings. This easy-to-get GUARANTEED ISSUE
life insurance supplement will give you added security and confidence
regarding your future.

'3
ut

The Best Pizza In Town'Honest
SOUND TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE?

Good News!

realized enable us to offer you these comprehensive insurance benefits at low monthly
rates. We hope this ad will encourage you to till in the coupon on this page. There is no
obligation to you, because this ad is not an otter to contract. By mailing the coupon you
receive full descriptive literature through the mail, including our 30 day money back offer, and you will see how you can examine this plan in the privacy of your
home without risk.

Mr. Gatti's
announces

(With Dinner
Salad $1.69)

To moil your coupon for informotton

Midnight February 21, 1981
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc
106 East 12th Street
Benton, Kentucky 42025

"The Great Gatti's"
Tuesday Night
Spaghetti Special
Just right pasta with delicious meat sauce
served with Pepperidge Farm garlic
bread.

4

DEADLINE

It really isn't. By enrolling large numbers of persons at the same time through this mass

mail order sales method our administrative costs are cut to the bone, and the savings

)

Morgan, Trevathan
& Gunn, Inc.
106 East 12th Street
Benton, Kentucky 42025
(502)527-3212

Nome

I

•
'(Please Print)

THIS
OFFER
MUST BE
LIMITED

Age

UNDER
AGE 40?
ev,kers Fidelity

Address
City
State

Tuesday Night
4:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.

v

ions interested in the GUARANTEED ISSUE 40 80 LIFE PLAN with the
money bock guarantee Please send me full information and an
application I understand that no salesman w,ll visit me o nd I will trot,
be obligated in ony way

DON'T
01[AY

*4

4

Zip

also has a
GUARANTEE°
ISSUE LIFE PLAN
designed with you
in mind II you ate at
least 70 years old send for
your free information today'

legally licensed to offer this insurance ifoltcy Fef RI Series MIA.1700) in Kentucky.

THIS PLAN IS UNDERWRITTEN BY BANKERS FIDELITY LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, ATLANTA, GEORGIA

t*OW4/
1,0 4'4
"4.

•

Nit
10/1

On

---••••••.".11••••vorrr"—~.-

. ••

•

6 TRADE NAME
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STARTING TUES.FEB.10TH
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114

(
61
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What k
rob, be?
stars saj
given for

all•
NOTHING TO BUY
ADULTS ONLY

Vacations for Two to ORLANDO
INCLUDES:

The Home of

4 DAYS-3 NIGHTS•ROUND TRIPAIR
FARE • CHOICE OF LIMOUSINE OR
RENTAL CAR•TWO DAYS ENTRANCE
FEE TO DISNEY WORLD •16 PASSES

DISNEY
WORLD

OTHER TOURS AVAILABLE (Any One Tour FREE)Kennedy Space Center•
Cypress Gardens•Stars Hall of Fame

FREE- Two Vacations for Two:
TO The HOLIDAY INN HOLIDOME RESORT CENTER WITH
COMPLETE
INDOOR RECREATION FACILITIES
Includes: Double room •Continental breakfast in bed for two• Buffet
brunch for twos Candlelight dinner for two•Gift snack-pac
(crackers
& cheeseball) • Use of all Holidome facilities • All taxes and
gratuities.• Friday evening through check-out time Sunday. Children
& teens free (when sharing room with parents).

$500 in "Sunshine" Merchants Certificates
TO RE SPENT WITH PARTICIPATING MERCHAN
TS

$100 "Tropical" Savings Certificates
At

OFFICIAL "FAMILY SUNFEST" RULES

THIS ONE IS COMPLIMENTS OF THE NEWSPAPER
CHANCE"
OUR.

ssoisviticr10141

Clip and deposit
at any of the
participating
businesses.

To Be
Named
Feb. 10th

BE A WINNER!
YOU'LL FIND EXCEPTIONAL VALUES,
AND YOU MAY BE ONE OF THE MANY WINNERS,

YOU ARE ENCOURAGED TO VISIT, as often as
you VirSn. the areas participating bustness s
displaying the FAMILY SUNFEST banner Clear
ly port your name address and phone number
on the YOUR CHANCE prooded by each par
bc.pabrio buSiness and this Newspaper
2

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. You must be an
adult Entries are firnited to one per adult per_
visit Employees Of this NewsPaper are not et,q,
pie to Play

• 3

ENTER OFTEN. There will ge one or more w.In
ners each week The odds of winning depend on
the number of entoes Since this program is
slocIty local in nature the odds are more
favorable than a comparable Statewide or Na
Oonwide program

4

EACH ENTRY must be on the YOUR CHANCE
REGISTRATION as provided and must be
legibly written or hand printed
Machine
duplication or mechanrcaily reproduced entries
wol be declared void

5

THERE WILL BE RANDOM DRAWINGS EACH
WEEK OF THIS 10.WEEK PROGRAM
(A) Each week the following Aid he awarded
a 50 00 in SUNSHINE MERCHANTS CERTIFICATES. ITotal of $50000 for Pro
6raFil
All winners must redeem this
- sertpt no later trrarr? -days alter ibe•di
'cal end of this Program
P Six $5000 U S Savings Bonds ITotai ctflik
530000 for the Prograrni
a IN ADDITION FLORIDA VACATION WIN
NERS will be selected from drawings die
!nig 10th week of the program IAll winners
must use these vacations WItten 3 months
atter the end of the Program
ICI- IN ADDITION THE WINNERS OF THE
SAVING ACCOUNTS will be selected from
drawrngs the 5th and 10th weeks
6 NO SUBSTITUTION OF PRIZES ALLOWED
Unclaimed prizes will not be awarded All en
tries become the property of fhpS New5p4p
,
and none ..11 be returned
7. Some Travel Dates Not Available

• ALL WINNERS WILL BE LISTED IN THIS NEWSPAPER EACH WEEK
• ALL WINNERS MUST CLAIM THEIR PRIZES WON BY APPEARING AT THE OFFICE OF THIS NEWSPAPER NO
LATER THAN 4 DAYS AFTER THE PUBLICATION OF THEIR RESPECTIVE NAMES. ALL PRIZES ARE FOR
WINNERS ONLY THEY ARE NOT TRANSFERABLE,
• WINNERS MUST CLAIM AND UTILIZE THEIR PRIZES WITHIN THE TIME SPECIFIED.
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Your Individual
Horoscope

THE BIGGEST FABRIC SALE
OF THE YEAR

Frames Drake
FOR TUESDAY,

FEBRUARY 3, 1981
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your

birth Sign.

ARIES
( Mar 21 to Apr. 19)
Partners are a source of
pleasant surprises. Sociability
brings you career success.
Higher-ups are pleased with
your performance.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20) tieW"
Both students and travelers
meet with affection. Some of
you experience love at first
sight. Expect good news from
a distance.
GEMINI
t May 21 to June 20) n•9.
You may receive a gift. Affections grow deeper. Joint
money affairs prosper now.
The job may bring you surprise benefits.
CANCER
June 21 to July 221
Romantic interests are
highlighted. Children are a
.source of joy. Singles meet
with unexpected admiration.
Enjoy togetherness.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22) 4.124iCk
A pleasant work assignment
could come your way. Good
will on the job brings you
benefits. The p.m. favors
romance and home life.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22) riP
Artists and musicians have
luck. All creative work is
favored. Enjoy hobbies and
leisure activities. Romance is
likely too.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) -12-irl
Invite others over now.
Home-based activities prove
pleasurable. Shoppers may
find a delightful bargain. Surprise someone with a gift.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23to Nov.21) nveV
Short trips may lead to
romantic introductions. Unexpected good news via letter or
phone likely. Put creative
talents to use.
SAGITTARIUS jr,fitic
(Nov. 22 to Dec.21) *fir
An increased artistic appreciation may lead to a
beautiful purchase. Financial
matters are on the upswing.
Privacy abets romance.
CAPRICORN
Dec.22 to Jan. 19) V
Pay attention to personal
appearance now. Get a haircut or visit a beauty parlor. An
impromptu get-together proves to be romantic.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18 I
You'll want to spend
moments alone with a loved
one. Behind-the-scenes career
moves pay off. Keep plans
confidential for success.
PISCES
(Feb.19 to Mar.20) X
Yo
Your social life blossoms.
Accept invitations. A party
should bring the chance for
love. New friends are fun and
exciting! :
YOU BORN TODAY know
how to communicate your
ideas! Public speaking and
writing are your special fields.
Travel and adventure
stimulate you creatively.
You'd make a good salesman,
for you can sell both yourself
and your product. You're
liable to experiment before
settling on a career and you
must be careful not to waste
too much of yourself in the
pursuit of good times. You'd
make a good spokesman for a
cause and will have success in
literature, journalism, public
relations, publishing and
advertising. Art, music, banking, teaching and engineering
are other possible vocations.
MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered

copy of The Nene leer 1ider by
530 p.m Mondoy-Fridoy or by
330 p.m. Saturdays ore urged
to coil 1511116 between 5:30 0.•
lad
Meeday laircele friday, or
3301.. aid 4p... Warden
A circulotion deportment employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper Calls must
be placed by LE. weekdays or,.
4 p.a. Saturdays to guarantee

delivery.regular .

The
business office
hours of The Nara! Meer I limaore I tit I 5 p.,
through Friday and I a. le Nov
Seivrdays

Monday

AttAll kI C

H20 WASHABLE
WOOL BLENDS

BLAZER VELVETEEN

BURLINGTON
KLOPMAN FABRICS

• Reg.'11.98
•2 To 5 Yd. Lengths

98

• Over 1,000 Bolts $
• Plaids
• Solids
• Tweeds

ENTIRE STOCK

• Suraline Super Flex Gabardine
• Blouse Prints and Crepe de Chines
• Pant Knits & Dress Knits

98

ALL

PER YARD

WHILE THEY LAST

HANCOCK'S FAMOUS

PLUSH VELOUR
• The Finest on the Market
• Ask anyone who has
sewn on it'
• Reg S15 DO Yd
• Ribbing To klatch

$198
ftfr YARD

GOOD WOOLS

••
•

••
•

•

•
•

qb

•

ere

•

•

•

•
•

•

••
or

ALL

• ANGLO
• EINIGER

HANCOCK
FABRICS

99
U YARD

0

• HARRIS TWEED ••
• CAMEL HAIR
• DOESKIN FLANNEL
• FORSTMAN

•

IP

•

59

•

•

Paducah, Ky.

w

•
•

o

•

1

FREE YARDSTICK

•

m0.0-TMLORED FROM

•

WITH THIS COUPON

WOOLENS
PENDLE TON WOOL EN MILLS
P00 1L•110.0AE005
00'. Mi014,N WOOL

$ 00
RE
DRAPERY PRINTS

CO UPON >

•

•11

ENTIRE STOCK

SILKY PRINTS AND SOLIDS

ALL /
1 2 PRICE

707o oFF!

All
• Crepe de Chines •
• Naiiii Crepe
•FCahirle:ns
• Jacquards
• Georgettes
• Surahs
• Charmeuse
• Dupioni
• Honans
"The Kind of fabrics Albert Nippon Uses in $300 Dresses"

WORLD'S -BEST SCISSORS

Reg. $9.98 Value

QUILTING BATTS
'/EA

$3

CH

(LIMIT 2 PER CUSTOMER

QUILTING HOOPS 98

• Large 28" Hoop With Stand Included $
• Ideal For Lap Work
• Detaches From Stand To Carry Work
Each
While Traveling — Reg. $18.98
(Limit 1 Per Customer)

qc

QUILTING MUSLIN
Heavy 78 x 78 Quality
Construction
• Reg. $25° Yd.

Yd.

••
•
•

All 3 Yds. For

Reg'

• Heavy Pant Weights . . . Wool look Knits
• Printed Dress & Blouse Weights
• All 60" Wide, Heavy Poly Wool Butte Knits
• Master Knits Included $
• Values to 519.98 YD.

•

NSW

*Giant 96" x 108" Size
*Uniform One Piece
Construction

R

THE BEST BUY EVER IN RIBBON

•

• All Double and Rolled Stock
• Full Bolts
• Waverly Bloomcraft
• Schatimacher
• Over 300 Bolts To Choose

75c WHOLERE L!

FULL
REELS

Yields 7'1 to 19' Per Yard!

•

•
•

•

• Grosgroin Stripe & Solid
• Velvet Ribbon • Satin Ribbons
• Woven Jacquard Ribbons
• Taffeta Ribbons

KNITS

Saturday 10 A.M.-6 P.M.

• 5,000 Yards of Lace
• Flat Lace
• Ruffled Lace
• Values 10 12.98 Yard

•

•

gb ••

Open Mon.-Fri. 9:30 A.M.-8:30 P.M.
Cardinal Point Shopping Center

RIBBON! RIBBON!
RIBBON!

ENTIRE STOCK

"Just Cut With A Pair, That's All We Ask"
8" Shears & Pinking Shears 1
(Limit One Pair)
ENTIRE STOCK

ALL

VELOURS & SUEDES
• Full Bolts
• Values To $12.98 Yd.

YARD
$298

MONDAY & TUESDAY ONLY
ENTIRE STOCK

McCALLS

VOGUE

PATTERNS

1/2 OFF

Yard

*NOTE: WE STOCK HARDANGER CLOTH
AIDACLOTH — MONKS CLOTH
ALL COUNTED CROSS STITCH FABRICS
AND EMBROIDERY FLOSS YARNS.
ALSO ALL NEEDLES & SUPPLIES —

2 PRICE

SIMPLICITY

(Limit 2 Per Customer
With s10 Fabric Purchase)

BUTTERICK
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1 Legal Notice

II

1. Legal Notice

ZLMisci

PUBLIC NOTICE
p,_
a

Shari Steen and Ion Payne are shown making a leaf picture during one session of the
North Elementary Gifted Program.
Karen Fortner, Darrin Chapman, Matthew Vuill, Stephanie Howell,Shay Mitchell, and
Mrs. Regina Williams (Resource Assistant) are pictured during an activity on the PET
computer which was sponsored by the Environmental Lab of Murray State University.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

•

ACROSS
i Roman garment
5 Transfixes
9 Emmet
12 Metal
13 Dillseed
14 Meadow
15 Stones
17 Tradesmen
19 Warded off
21 God of love
22 Inspires with
wonder
21 Digraph
25 Tiny amount
26 Sailor
2' Rouroaps
29 Paid notice
3 1 Abstract
being
32 Morning
abbr,
33 Odin's
brother
34 Crafty
35 Compass pt
36 Title of
respect
38 Cargo unit
39 Bright star
40 Pieposition
41 Corner
42 Superlative
endings
14 Make certain
46 Scatters
48 Mediterranean vessel
51 Ocean
52 Ogle
54 Things done
55 Sixth sense
Abbr
56 Wan
57 Pronoun
DOWN
1 Gratuity

2 Mineral
Answer to Saturdays Puzzle
3 Trevino and
Watson
• ESET
4 Poker stakes
N
5 Ma's mate
6 In truth
a
7 Want
8 As written
Mus
9 Wideawake •
10 Roman tyrant
11 Soviet news
agcy
I.
16 Tin symbol
A
18 Hawaiian
N
wreaths
TENTS
ROBOT
20 Destines
22 Sweetsop
23 Diminish
44 Mental image
36 Ponder
25 Afrikaans
37 False show
45 Pronoun
27 Shower
47 High moun39 Belt
28 Smooths
41 Handle
tain
29 Drug plant
42 Actual being 49 Greek letter
30 Force unit
43 Goddess of 50 Dine
34 Reach out
hope
53 Scale note

CCCUC COMO
C MUM 000
CC CUOCO CC
CICC CCOCC U
CUM UCCUCC
MCC CUM
COMM CCM
0 COMO CCU
U0 CUCLIC CM
CCU COMO C
UCCUC MOM

1

3

2

4

hir

5
13

9

10 11

II
i

16
19

20UU
25
24

23UU
31
35

31I
39

17

27

29

32

33

51
21
UU

29

•

37
UU•U
41

ao•
43

44

46

47

51

52

55

34

•

36

UUU

45

as
53

49 50
54
57

SU

Department Does
Environmental Study
The Environmental Department of Murray State University recently completed a study with the third and fourth •
grade students at North
Elementary.
Students were taught to arrange leaves by color,size and
family shapes. The students
made pictures with leaves.
The PET Computer program was introduced to the
students. The computers were
left in the,school for students
to practice during the school
day.

FEBRUARY Z
'GROUNDHOG DAY"

hereof, the undersigned jointly and severally irrevocably
authorize any attorney of any
court of record to appear for
one or mare of them in such
court in -term or vacation,
after default in payment
hereof and confess a judgment
without process in favor of the
creditor hereof for such
amount as may then appear
unpaid hereon, to release all
errors which may intervene in
any such proceedings, and to
consent to immediate, execution upon such judgment,
hereby ratifying'every act of
such attorney hereunder."

REMEMBER WHAT I
WAS TELLING YOU ABOUT
"GROUND HUG DAY"?

-

AUNT FRITZ,,
I'm HOME
DID YOU
GET
YOUR
REPORT
CARD?

BEETLE!!

LET ME
SEE IT

eMON, SARtE,
GIMME A BREAK,
WILLYA? GIMIAE
A BREAK!!

0000PS MHOS:kg

ON THEIR JAWS.TOO,.WHERE HE
HIT THEM HE WAS REALLY
HERE! THE GHOST WHO
I
WALKS'
f-F4Lx

---wriesTsli-•

Junk cars 474-8838.

753-62911

OMIValleOfemreSerscolwinc

--

What the 87 words add up to taken.
-Waiver. of state propdrty
is this: If you default on a loan
payment and the lender sues, exemption clause. If you
default, this type of clause
you agree - in advance
that the lender should win, no gives the lender the right to
matter what your reason for take even the personal belongnot paying. You even agree ings which state law would
that the lender's lawyer can allow you to keep. You agree
- in advance - to waive the
represent you.
Some states prohibit clauses protection the state gives you.
-Right to collect deficiency
like the one above. And a
growing number of govern- clause. This provision inment bodies are passing law's volves property that is
- consumer repossessed by- a lender and
requiring
documents like loan sold to pay off a debt. If the
agreements,to be written in lender doesn't get. a good
simple language. The FTC resale price, you have to pay
says, however, that "there is the difference. If, for examstill a good chance that con- ple, the lender repossesses a
sumers will find at least one of $500 television set and is able
I the complicated provisions) to sell it for only $150, you still
in any credit contract they owe $350 - even though
you've lost the TV.
sign."
-Co-signer
guaranty
Here are some of the clauses
--- clause. This clause gives the
•
to look out for: -Blanket security interest lender the right to collect from
clause. This provision gives the cosigner of a loan without
the lender the right to take all first trying to collect from the
your household goods if you borrower. In fact, the lender
don't pay off-the loan, The doesn't even have to_. warn
lender can even- confiscate your co-signer that you've
items you bus.to replace the fallen behind in your
ones he or She has already payments.

Vanity License Plates
Number 3,000 in State

Naar-4C T
HIST

fans
Other
sports
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)LEROY, LINDA, GREG H throughout the state display
and JPH have one thing in tags such as _N DAME and
common. They are among TRANSY.
-Mike'than.3000'KetitifeltiariS""ATeiv•driverslikel0 iden"-'
who were willing this year to tified by the kind of beer they
pay twice the regular.coit to drink. Tags labeled,STROM
DIDN'T MEAN REALLY
have specialized license plates and PABST will adorn the
vehicles of two beer-drinking
on their motor vehicles,
The so-called vanity plates • Kentuckians in 1981.
cost $25 and give the public a . Another large category- of
glimpse at the person behind tags identifies the vehicle inthe wheel, according to Fred stead of the driver. They
Pentecost of the state vehicle- range from very specific tags
. - like 56VET, 52MG1D and
licensing division.
Pentecost said prestige is DATSUN to more general
probably the main reason peo- descriptions such as IMPORT,
ple buy the plates. And-just as HOTROD and STOLEN.
There are plates that exthe choisie of,clothes, car and
lifestyle reflect the person, the press a muscial preference choice of a personalized THE WHO,AC DC,ZAPPA license plate represents in- and plates that display a
rYSS, BUT A WIPE IS NOT
!
dividual tastes of the vehicle's preference for a favorite radio
station - WX1(44-1, WTCW,
owner,Pentecost said.
The only limits the state WWKK.
Some simply pass along a
Department of Transportation
puts upon creative Ken- greeting to other drivers tuckians wanting specialized HELLO and HIYALL.
Another more subtle way
plates are those that prohibit
to identify
obscene words and three- people choose
specialized
letter, three-numper combina- themselves in
occupation, pertions. The three-letter, three- plates is by
other facet of
number combinations are too sonality or some
their character. Thus there
similar to regular plates.
will be TV MAN. XJUDGE,
Probably the largest
EX POW, THE KID and
category
of
specialized
tags
IT MEANS,
GHOST
FOR
A II
ANC, ASKS
MONSTR.
WHO WALKS? LITTLE TALA ,IF GLASS OF MILK-SE
reflect ownership such as
Hobby plates are an extenWHAT DOES
A BIG MAN
NICE,, GIVE IT TO
LEROY, LINDA, GREG H
THAT MEAN, WITH A LARGE
sion of this category: with I
Hine! FAST.'
and
JPH
have
chosen
to
do.
MR. WONG 2
DO6 EVER
HUNT,WE SKI and RUN.
COME5 IN
Another popular categtry
Religious plates give
AGM N„
are sports plates. AL least 26 messages such as TRY GOD,I
different personalized plates PRA ir and JESUS.
support the-University of KenPride in where a person
tucky, including I A MACK, lives results in plates like
LUV UK,UK NCAA and CAT- LUAVUL and HAZARD.
FAN. University of Louisville
Pt Course, politics are infans also are in there fighting cluded and the political plate
.with U0FL-1, ULNCA A, that may sans up 1981 simply
CARDSand MCA A . •
• says REAGAN.
•

r.

Firewood
hickory, 18
repaired
removal 48
Firewood
mixed har
rick, deliver

For sale
good 1208
HI, Douglas

For sale Co
or dark to
enlarger. Ca
High quilt
children at
are availabl
Bel-Air Shot

records from 1950's and early
60's, in very good condition or
better. I will pay a good puce
for good max& Main inlerests are Jan & Den, Drifter,
Elvis Presley. Marcels, Buddy
Bopper. and •
Holly,
Teenagers. Call 489-2480 after
4 pm.
•

Bible Facts Free Store for the
needy. /59-4600

CI)

YES, MA'AM

14. Wain0W

Apple Tree School, quality
child rare with
program, 1503 Stadium View,
•
/53-9356, 753-1566

CARTER STUDIO

Clauses Tricky In Loan Pacts

105,0,0WAW
(0,911,10.0WIRII.

2. Notice

304 Non

FTC Says Agreements May Be 'Strange'

By LOUISE COOK
Assorlited Press Writer .
You may be Signing up for
more than you realize when
you take out a Irian or buy on
credit.
The Federal Trade Commission says that the standard
clauses included in many loan
agreements can bind borrowers to "some strange
things."
Among the examples given
by the agency is something
called the "confession of judgment clause."
The fine print reads like
this: "To secure payment

On or about January 26, 1981, the City of Murray
submitted a Small Cities Community Development
Black Grant Pee applicationto the U S Department of
Mousing and Urban Development Louisville, Kentucky
and the Department of local and Regional Govern.
meet, Frankfort Kentucky
This pre-application addresses the redevelopment
needs of the South Douglas Community. These needs
include: Rehabilitation, Acquisition, Relocation,
Clearance and Upgrading Public Facilities.
A complete copy of this pre-application is available
for public review between 800 a.m. and 500 p.m.,
Monday through Friday at the City Clerk's Office or
the Community Development Agency, both located at
City Hall,

The copy and restoration of
old photos ot

Regina Hicks, Mrs. Regina Williams, Resource Assistant, and Darrin Chapman are
shown during an actiyity with the PET computer poigram at North Elementary.

For sale 5
Call Dill's E

FOR RENT
Gilson Power Bolt tog
Splitter by day or job.
Operator available. All
stoverfood
hardwood
for sale 525.00 per
rick. Call 753-8351

Will pay top price for white oak
timber. Call 753-4984 evenings.
Want to buy. Standing timber
. Will look at all tracts approx, .imately 20 acres and up. 753- 5592 Want to buy: Used card table.
Call 474-9729 • Of 475-2346
.after 5 pm

1
Charlie Brown Playschool,
160T Olive, 753-7359. Ages
Ps-up. $5.50 -daily. Drop ins
$1.00 hourly.

11/f BUT ALUMINUM CANS
Open Monday thru Saturday

BIRP CYCLING
CENTER
fulton, Kentucky
4721537,
Just across the Track from the
Fulton Post Office.

Feel better fast, We have B-15
at Holland Drag
Reduced safe and fast with
GoBese Tablets and E-Vap
-water pills". Holland Drug.

rkliaes For Sale
Antique cream seperator. old,
set encyclopedia. 1980 World
Book encyclopedia, year old
mattress set 753-5570
For sale Used office desks-and
chairs. Call or see James Futrell
at 753-7668 days or 753-2394
nights or seeat 405 S 4th St
Floor tray lamp. 3-waY Switch.
$25. squirrel cage tan. $35.
playpen. $10. Call 7534361.

16: Home Furnithings
_
Tiny Tots will be open on Saturdays starting January 3I. 1981
Call 7511994
What we 'do best is car,
Needline 753-6333

ANTIQUES
Pie Sates, Us Dressers, 3
Drawer dresser with mirror,
Oak Rockers, Oak Wash
Stand, Chiffrobe, Trunks,
Library Tables, Duncan Phyfe
Cherry Dining Table, 6 Chairs
sod china cabinet,

For sale: 36- Vent-a-hood. $20:
double sink. $15: 19- black
and white t.v. with stand, $20.
Call 753-9712 after 5 pm.
FOR SALE
Metal bunk beds with
springs. One metal 2
bed with mattress and,
springs. Call 759-4631
or 753-9924.
Pine bedroom suite. 4 pieces,
extra nice. 1 11 years old. $550.
Call 753-8780.
Six piece white antique wicker
furniture Coucachaise, occassional chairs, table and tea
cart 753-9635.

Geo. Hodge IL
Son. Inc.
7055. 5th Murray
753-4669

. • Westinghouse. front load
tumbletype washer and matching dryer. Excellent condition. $250 for both, Call 7535. Lost and Found
-9945-after 5-pm. - -tast 'male•-lnadt Chow- arat-t• Yard Sale. Saturday. January
brown female Chow pup with
31st. 10-5 Baby items. large
black tip ears in the vicinity of
--and
N 16th St and Cliug-ind Road
clothing. maloicycle. odds and
If you have any information on
ends B-10 .Fox Meadows • In
the where abOuts of these dogs
case of rain will be held inplease call 753-6014 A reward
doors. For more information
is being offered for their
call 793-9413.
return
17. Vicu um Cleaners
Lost: Alaskan Malamute in
Electrolux Sales_ and Servrce.
Shady Oaks Trailer' Park area
Tony Montgomery. 753-6760
Call 753-6701.

1970 VW E
stone: coi
piano,' San
niture. 436
Woodfor so

2-511-Pis

Generators,
paper' steal
& Sales Cen

HOOGE'S Ti
experience.
Mon -Fri , n
by appoin
- 1425

27. Mob

1980 Alad
home plus
Located 7
121 South.
sundeck ii
side sellin
436-5366 o
1974 Dot
home, 24x:
ed Or unfu
with baset
Very easil
Phone 1-35

For sale. Po
Scheville, ;
furnished.
8417 •
Two bedro
10x55, furi
7492.

21rMa

For rent
month. Cal
pm.
For rent 2
bath and a
th Call
pwwwwwww.

1.
An.
gat

2. I
Ms
ad
yo
3. I
An

ad
da.

Cu'

aui
4.
An

Si

•

6. Help Wanted

19-Jafm Equipment

Medical Technologist. 3 to II
Position, open for ASCP in
laboratory of - Community
Hospital, Mayfield. KY. Very
good benefit program and excellent salary. Contact Personnel Office at W2-247-5211.

Farmall cub tractor, with all
equipment. Call .474-2355

$180 Per week part time at
home
Webster. America's
foremost dictionary company
needs home workers to_ update
local mailing lists, All ages. ex-perience unnecessary. Call 1.
716-845-5670. Ext 454
Wanted. Someone to mow
Grove
South
Pleasant
Cemetary Call 492-8287 or
492-8410.
Wanted lull time employee to
work in bakery 11 pm to 7 am
also part time in bakery to work
days. Apply in person at Big
Johns Qualified personal

a

20. Sports_mment
The Pistol People. Invest in a
feeling of security largest
variety: lowest priced no
registration or red tape in Kentucky. Country Boy Store, 9
miles west of Hopkinsville junction KY 164-117 Hours 8-5
Sunday 12-5,(502)885-5914

A

22. Musical
SPINET CONSOLE PIANO FOR
SALE Wanted. Responsible
potty to take over piano, Can
be seen locolly Write Mr_
Powers, bat 327, CorlyN,
Illinois 62131.

3

23. Exterminating

5.

ALL III/GS CALL

1. Storage Bldgs.
portable
Built
Custom
buildings Call 753 0984

11. Instructions
Apple Tree School quality
child care with educational
program 1503 Stadium View
153-9356 7511566-

Dr

rriu

Al

41 = 10

(

se
of

Kelley's Termite
8, Pest Control
Phone 753-3914

,

failOV AU/a

ne.awswallMWOMMiwrowww•-.
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Ma
28 Mob Home Rents

24. Miscellaneous
sale 5 hp air compressor
Call Dills Electric. 753-9104
Firewood seasoned oak and
hickory, 18-, 24- Chainsaws
Tree
repaired. sharpened
removal 489.2317. 489-2853
Firewood. 18' -24- seasoned.
mixed hardwoods. $25 per
rick. delivered. Call 7518536.

For

For sale Freezer 15 very
good 1208 Main Street, Apt
HI, Douglas Berry
For sale Complete 35 mm color dark 100111 Drust 301 m
enlarger Call 241-3821
High quality leather shoes for
children at affordable prices
are available at Shoe Bin Ir
Bel Air Shopping Center

ea natural gas heat sear
University Phone 753-3895
River ra Courts under new
management. Mr & Mrs Louis
Falcone Mobile homes and lots
for rent Reasonable rates
Come live with us
Two bedroom trailer complete.
ly furnished very nice $150
per month Call 753-8964 alter
-5
Two bedroom trailer neat Mur
ray. no pets Call 489,2611
12x60 Iwo bedroom clean
quiet neighborhood. $140 per
month. $75 deposit. No Pets
753 5788 after 5 pm or
weekends

:Ki
ll-011: :11113
43. Real Estate
52. Boats and Motors
45. Farms For Sale

32. Apts. For Rent
For reit( N.,c• be0Jur! •.
mend low utilities. 753 it,:•

w.

tire
Two acre farm tor sale in Lynn
Several out aboard heat and air $4000 or
Grove area
buildings Call 753 9964 ash trade 18 loot fiberglass th troll
boat and trailer $1000 Call
for Amber
436 2506

Oliver NEM I r, um..

friars sea. NO • wry, So
•••••• berm owl ••••••

3-Liooms latent

MOMS
IllIstatiS1
IfCNA 101111
esiorrerr
listings oseadadi (Micas
Coast ro Coast Bayer*
frogs
fverywh•rf.
"Frio" Catalog
STOUT REAL If
!ARMS

Furnished room for rent, one
block from M SU Carpet,
private halt bath living room.
room
laundry
kitchen
facilities $65 a month Call
759-4538

lull AND

34. Houses for Rent

4E-frames Tor Sak
Country Estate for sale or rent
Reasonable terms livestout
facilities 'Garden fruit tree',
436 2333
House for sale Call 489-2845
Newly decorated home witri
Parklane Drive
3
pool
bedrooms 2 baths inside and I
bath pool side large eat-in kit
chen living room den or din.
ing room abundant closet
space Immediate occupancy
For appointment call 7538064
Nearly new 3 bedroom brick
house formal dining room
large den 1 car garage, concrete driveway patio with
cedar fence House has many
extras Owner will consider
financing See house at 1809
Wiswell Road or call 753-5287
or'7530839
Two bedroom brick large kit
then living room and dining
room fireplace half basement
single garage. wooded acre lot.
New Concord area For appoint
ment call 436-5395

Yrs I ...es I•••••

COURTNEY SMALL
ENGINE REPAIR S.
SAW SHOP Cold'
water, 489-2853.

& A Stump Remcna
need Y.
rjr r r
your yard
stumps' We co
,
stumps up to 24 ce,,
ground leaving only sawdi,..1
anc
4.):,
or
Licensed electrician and gas ii
qallation .heating installatiori
and repairs. Call /53 7203
Mobile home anchors ,
pinning
trbergias, re r
awning,: mu!,
single or doubles - •
753-1873
Need work on yoiir trees,Topping. pruning, shaping. corn,
plete removal and more. Call
ROVER'S TREE suivict for
professional tree care 753
8536.
painting
Professional
paperhanging paneling Commercial or residential 20 year,
experience Free estimate
759-1987:
Stop',For all your repair need,
roofing carpentry plumbing
and electrical work look nd
more' Call 753-9226 or 75-,
9623 Welt do your lob large-"
small All work done to your
satisfaction

/Hi Cma.re,IS
House for tent, one bedroom
Itorret,
tarnished, wood stove, on Ken7S3-0lid
tucky Lake. $210 per month.
Phone 753-6123
Alcoa Akin rlirT
'r
4t
One bedroom house Call 753
and trim Aluminum trim tor
5518
brick houses lack Glover /53
"My plan is to give everybody $25,000 andow cost home loan money
•
1873
Redecorated two bedrooms. liv let us start all over again.",
won't last long For applica
bath
mg room, kitchen
lions incomes can vary up to
Custom made cabinets music
30 Business Rental
garage. utility 41
upstairs
cenlervelytkok cases hutches
$22500 for a five member
Real-Efate
43. Real Eitite
downstairs Married couples
family Give us a call now at
Reasonable'4362566
1970 VW Bug parts. artificial
492-8594
deposit.
References.
Mini
753 1492 for information on
Carpentry cabinets furniture
stone, coal stove, antique
is
city
the
outside
Well
Just
constructed,
ieteiest -Yes -yotr
Worohoos•
Spacious 3 bedroom home in
repair Bring picture • we
piano. Samsonite patio fry
where you will find read right - under 1100 on a 25
maintenance free. 2
quiet subdivision 2 car garage.
make
All remodeling
Storage Spoc•
name. 436-2333
bedroom
this three
bedroom home on P2
year term Dial 753 1492 Well
electric heat central air No
reasonable prices
Roy s
For
Rent
only help you Century 21 Loretta
for
brick
Wood for sale 436-2758
acres of land with over
pets. $325 month plus deposit
Carpenter Shop 753-4124
753-4758
$43,500.00. Double, Jobs Realtors
600 It, of highway fronCall 753-9436 after 5 pm
Concrete and block. brick 150f it
paved drive; 12'x16'
94 East. Reduced
25. Business Services Large burrarng for rent 4 bay's. Thtee bedroom hOuse 2 blocks tage,
Basements driveways. storm
deck; an
redwood
$13,500.
to
cellars porches 20 years ex
in front hoist 2 back bays. ex- from M S.0 Call 753-7746
ideal location to raise
Generators wet-dry vac . wall- tra
t
aiimk)
penence 753-5476
,
large room Call 753-5970 35. Farms-Fir iiiit
3 Bedroom home on
a family. See it today!
papet steamer. Murray Rental or see at 808 Coldwater Road
Do all types of plumbing large
1'2 acres with central
25 Acres farmland in New Con& Sales Center, 753-8101.
or small lobs, all work guar
753-1222
New store building with tic- cord, KY. $60 per acre in adheat and air located
HODGE'S TAX SERVICE, 5 years lures for lease Cypress Springs
nanteed 5 yeais experience
NW of Murray. Also
vance Contact Dean Dowdy.
experience, 5 tax courses. 8-6 area Call 436-2506'
753-5360
2987 Ripley St Lake Station,
included is a 2car shop
Mon -Fri . nights and Saturdays
IN 46405
BETTER HOMES
wired for compressor.
Fence sales at Sears now Ca'
by appointment Call 759- 32. Apts. For Rent
47. hidorcydes
&GARDENS
Sears 7532110 for her
Insulated to T.V.A.
1425
We will streets sad from
Apartments for rent, near 37. Livestock-Supplies
Could feature this
A DREAM HOUSE in a country
standards. Priced to
1978 Yamaha IT 250E good estimate for your needs
yew needlework.
downtown Murray 753-4109
REE MAR ARABIANS Book
This
town.
near
Beautifully
subdmsron
home.
can.
$z,soo.
mileage
at
sell
low
condition
Guttering by Sears Sears cor
2-7-11FAibife14ome Sales Beautiful- large 3 bedroom your good mares for 1981
CARTER STUDIO
Pr bath
bedroom.
3
lovely
landand
wooded
753-1419
/ow. iree• .342430
ttnous gutters installed per
breeding season_ Three
ex•
duplex
fireplace,
many
with
many,
stout
features
home
••••••••
comforOwn.
I
and
lot
311
mobile
scaped
/IS
753 8251
1456
Aladin
1980
304 Mew
YOut specifications. Cali Sear ,
stallions. 753-6126
I.... Mob. 133 VW,
tras. A cabana on a large
49. Used Cars
table home jri-I
home plus 5 acres of land refrigerator dishwasher, gar753-2310 for free estimate
IS,WIN.,.. 731 3013
sundeck fenced backyard.
waiting for your fan
Located 7 miles from town on bage disposal. No pets. 753- 38. Pets-Supplies
1978 Pontiac Lentos, extra
Will haul driveway white roco
fireplace io living room, extra
ly. Don't let the opp• •
121 South Underpinning and 5/91 or 753-2649.
clean. 17,000 miles $40011
Dog obedience classes. AKC
".•
and Ag lime also have any type
large family room arerThaff
ALUMINUM
sundeck included. Will con- For rent Nice, small, furnished German Shepherds and AKC
[unity pass to view tri.,
Call 759-1205.
of brown or white pea gravel
acre lot plus much more Must
sider selling seperately Pharr apartment Inquire 1414 Vine Austrailian cattle dogs Call
charmer. Adjacent to
SERVICE CO.
Also do backhoe work Call
be seen to appreciate the lovMtarr•y -Calloway
436-5366 or 753-6802.
Street
Murray High School.
436-2858.
Vinyl
and
Aluminum
Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
ing care given this home.
FOR SALE
County Realty
bedroom home
3
this
1974 Double wide mobile Furnished- efficiency cottage Registered Duroc boars, service
Siding, Custom Trim
753-6763
Owners moving. priced to sell.
(502)753-8146
Camaro, 1970
den
study,
1969
has
also
home, 24436. partially furnish- 1803't College Farm Road age, excellent quality and
Call today and ask to Wendy at
Work. References. Call
30411 1211. S1
Wet basement' We make wet
Newport. Call
beamhewn
hand
Chrysler
with
ed or unfurnished, All electric $140 per month Call 753- bloodlines S.R Stephenson.
Spann Realty Associates. 753.
Will Ed Bailey 753 Allerr•y, Ky. 42071
basements dry work complete
stone
and
753ceiling
p.m.
ed
6:30
with baseboard electric heat. 3704.
after
7724
Dresden TN.(901)364-2670
0689.
ly guarenteed Call . or writ,fireplace, formal di:,
Very easily' heated. $7500. Two bedroom townhouse apart0193.
Morgan Construction Co
Need down payment' Let us
Phone 1-354-6217.
irig room, and large
range 40. Produce
ment
Carpet.
refrigeration and Route 2, Box 409A Paducah Heating.
how
you
pur
car)
show
you
complete
room
game
washer
refrigerator,
disposal_
For sale. Mobile home. 12x58
Fresh country lard for sale Call
1975 Toyota Celica CT needs electrical repair. Bob's K1-Y444221002
1.6or call day or night
chase this 3 bedroom brick
with wood burning
Scheville, 2 bedroom, partially dryer hookup. central heat and 474-2744
work $800 Call 436-2236
for
Refrigeration Service, Hazel.
the
in
us
priced
Call
$30's
bar.
wet
and
stove
air
Call
753-7559
753or
furnished. $4000. Call 753KY. 498-8370 or 753-7829 Will do plumbing heating
your showing as there is no
50. Used Trucks
43.Real Estate
wooden
7550
Backyard
8417.
Lockhart,
Bobby
sign in the yard It's your move
carpentry 'and roofing 753Two bedroom duplex apartBOYD MAJORS
deck surrounded by
drive
4-wheel
7 53Bronco
685
Two bedroom trailer for sale. ment. Westwood. $215 per
ATTENTION VETERANS,
and you'll win Dial 753-1492
mature Hickory's and
Insulation blown in by Sears. 2211.
4365385
REAL ESTATE
10x55. furnished. $1700. 753- month No students 436-2802
adtoken
you
Have
at CENTURY 21 Loretta lobs
753-8080 _J
high heating and Woodcraft Building Service by
Oaks. Offered very
1969 Chevrolet C-10 -step van save on these
7492.
Realtors
vantage of your right to
after 5 pm.
cooling bills Call Sears. 753- Bucy. 492,8120
Custom
reasonably .in the upnew
condition,
tires
Perfect
rr
irr7
your own home
?7 1 Of for free estrrotte
-ahrnels, vanrtres new homes •
per $60's. Phone Koph
service
•With II, I- IrgIllilr ir
Complete
paint
engine
28. Mob. Home Rents Two bedroom duplex in own
Pardern A Thurman
with a 100°4 G.I. loan
ddions. repair
Quality
perud Realty. 753-1222.
Westwood Subdivision, -extra
history. $1295 767-4455 after
Integrant* IL
workmanship
if not contact us,
YOU'LL FEEL
For rent Trailer. available 1 nice, $190 plus deposit. Call
for all the information
6 pm. '
Real Estate
AT HOME
month Call 753-8436 after 5 753-3966. 753-1389
753-9898
ANOTHER
55. Feed And Seed
1974 Ford Ranger XLT g000
Soothside Court Sq.
When you first walk
pm.
NEW LISTING
Unfurnished one bedroom
•
La 1
For sale Tinuithy - Alfalfa hay
condition, $1/00. Call after 5
warm,
a
S
There's
Murray,
Kentucky
in!
Rental income properFor rent 2 bedroom furnished, apartment near University for
RIAI !SUSIE
0
pm. 153-7458'
Will deliver..(901) 3.64-5583 o'
0
cozy atmosphere in
753-4451
ty only 3 blocks from
bath and a half, $135 per mon- rent Call 753-8146 or 753PROPIRTV MANAGEMINT
364-3062 nights Dresden. TN'
For Ole 1970 GMC half ton
this extra nice roomy,
the University. Proth Calf 753-6138 after 5 pm
2437.
57. Wanted
truck, $600 Also 3-wheeler
home.
modern
perty consists of one
$300. Both in good running
Separate large panellarge building with
Need female roommate in two
condition Phone 489-2224,
ed den, big kitchen
five rental units and a
,room apartment. Contact
plus built-ins, dinette.
1971 Ford pickup 4 door
•1 762-2537 or 753-0688
smaller building with
436-2958
Call
1'2 baths, and central
$1000 Call 436-2506.
two rental units. All
like to rent Burley
Conroy Birdsong
heat and air. 34 acre
seven units have
ton
pounds for 1980 crop --tait
-1973 International
lot only 22 mi, from
t How can you make money?
separate gas and elec492-8996
truck, radio, power steering. ar•
town. Affordable at
tric I meters. Current
conditioned 14 foot . bed
Any. You can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneeded items that ire
$41,500.
is
sale
income
for
up
rental
them
putting
and
$3.500. Call 753-8061.
gathering dust in your basement attic and garage
CHOICE
1540.00 per month.
1977 Scout 4x4, power steer2. How car you save money?.
LOCATION
Phone 753-1222. Kop44g.---powat brakes automatic
ANS. YOU can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified
641 S. Newly listecTtWo
let
225 L. P. Miller St.
and
perud Realty,
air tilt wheel. cruise. AM-FM
ad department of the Ledger & Times is having during the month of February to sell all those items
Iota r100x375' each I.
us increase your earnAcross From Community Center
with tape Phone 753-1323
you have gathered together.
only short distance
ini, power through
after 5 753-5763. ,
Open Hours
'rom city. Commtrsound Real Estate in3. How good a business person are you?
Campers
51.
the
on
advertising
site.
building
Mon. 8. Tues. 7:30-12:30
;tat or
....4;11(4A.
Ans. You can prove that you are good in business by running your business
t'ity water available.
1972 Concord trailer'. 22. foot
Closed Wednesday
Classified Pages of the Ledger & Times during the month of Feb. Every fourth day your classified
door model $2000 Call 436
2
fourth
every
ad
your
of
cost
entire
the
save
you
that
ad will run FREE regardless of size. This means
43-.Tirms For Sale
Thurs., Fri. & Sat. 8:30-12:30
2506
regular
a
are
you
If
discounts.
usual
day. Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the
Approximately 14 acres for sale • 11' Openroad Overcab camper
customer of the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for February you will
Here's your real escape' From on Highway 893 south of Lynn sleeps 6, $750 Call after 6 pm
automatically receive the benefits from this sale.
/59-1562
city congestion and taxes Easy Grove Phone753-5921
4. What are the details of this sale?
commuting lust one mile from
Ans- The sale is open to everyone;
--crty-lint4s rThis--3- bedrotini4c-o4°mai guarantees freedom from the early morning squeeze bi
the three in the •bathrooms
May we suggest your dialinr
(Clip This Ad From The Paper And Save For A Handy Reference)
753-1492 for your showing ot
this home' CENTURY 21 Loret
to lobs Realtors

kb.

Id
Id
Id

53. Services Offered

53. Servic
eiliffeT

fmni

I

Plumbing
and
Electrical
Service

Make Money By Saving!

HORNBUCKiE BARBER SHOP

er
IS-

ii

ry

753-8088

The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:

v•Ads must run three consecutive days.
v No changes will be made in copy.
v Paid days will run first.
v- No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before expiration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
will remain in effect.

No. Days
Paid
3
6
9

No. Days
Free
1
2
3

Total
Days Run
4
8
12

5. What do you gain from this sale?
Ans. YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no way you can lose if you sell the item you advertise. You save
money on your business advertising and gain the advantage of advertising in the most well read
section of the newspaper. The amount of money you can save is determined only by the amount
of advertising you decide to do.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:
Call 753 1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad.

DV

1111

IP

753-3685

ial-A-Serr we
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS

zutalo
7531222
INCREASE YOUR
EARNING POWER
With this modern and
iittractive duplex just
listed for sale. Each
side has central heat
and air, modern kitchen with all appliances. 2 bedrooms,
living room with
fireplace. bath and
utility area. Tastefully
decorated throughout.
Phone ;53-1222. Kap,.
peruil Realty, for all
the details.
NEW LISTING
Modern
three
bedroom brick home.
in Sherwood Forest
just west of Murray city limits. Central heat
And air, living room
with fireplace. abundant storage areas and
extra room which
'oulrl be used as 4th
bedroom, game room
or study. Offered in
the mid 150's through
Eopperud Realty. 711
lain Street.

CUSTOM WOODWORKING

Fire
911

Poison
Control

eAll TYPES Of 1.00040ORKING
eNtl.KITCHEN CAISPOET MOS
sCARAWIET AIAA0111.4A1
Ake
•CU3 TOM MAE, RIECNEM CAIIIIITS OR GIVE YOU* OlD
CASMIETS A NEW FACE LIFT IRTP404/1 FEARER° TWA.OUT
liftney. Rm.. 753-PPOO

1212 Malt

Sheriff
753-3151
Ambulance
753-9332

753-7588

Offito

753-9290,

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

Leather Repair
'
Custom Work

753-5131

Clothing, Saddles,
Harness, Purses
& Billfolds

**
Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-9736 753-6952

Robinson 8 Day
Painting
Contractors
Quality Service
753-5292
FALL SPECIAL
Company
10% OFF
Heating and Air
Conditioning Soles
Sales and Service
Modern Shiest Metal
L Service Departments

Police
911

All Paint
And labor

FREI
Termite
Inspection
Flies Roaches
Silver Fish
8, Shrubs

KELLEY'S TERMITE
8. PEST CONTROL
s
ly

Ne

(Whir This Ad)

Ftewiewwl °welt,41
Very Illoosorouble
Proces

753-3914

Radio Cob
Company

TAXI CAB
SERVICE
6 a m Midnight
7 Days A week

Business Phone
753-5351.
or 753-5352
Residence

-
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DEATHS & FUNERALS

Mrs. Lockhart Is
Dead At Age Of 83;
Rites Held Today

Lester Pullen
Dies This Morning
1.ester Pullen of Farmington died this morning at his
home. He was% years of age.
The Byrn Funeral Home of
Mayfield will be in charge of
the funeral and burial arrangements

Mrs. Bessie Jones
Dies Sunday With
Rites Wednesday

Funeral Tuesday
At Buchanan For
Mrs. Freeland

Mrs. Bessie Jones died SUllMrs. Myrtle Lockhart.
'The funeral for Mrs. Noble
day at the Hope Nursing
former resident of Lynn
Home. Westland, Mich. She D. I Jonnie Freeland of Route
Grove, died Friday at the Harwas 85 years of age and the 1, Buchanan, Tenn., will be
din County Hospital,
wife of Herman Jones who held Tuesday at 2 p.m at the
Rusiclare, III. She was 83
Buchanan United Methodist
died June 23. 1900.
years of age.
Born March 15, 1896, in Ten- Church, where she was a
She is survived by one
nessee, she was the daughter member, with Jim Canter and
sister. Mrs. Merrel Neal of
ut the late Elias Cross Spann Kenny Locke officiating.
Golconda. Ill.. and several
Burial will follow in the
arid Adah Bell I ampluns
nieces and nephews.
Bethel Cemetery in Henry
Spann.
The funeral was held today
Mrs. Jones is survived by County, Tenn., with the arat 10 a.m at the chapel of the
Rottman Funeral Home.
one daughter, Mrs. Thomas rangements by the Ridgeway
iDorothy ) Martin, Detroit, Morticians, Paris, Tenn.,
Golconda. 111., with the Rev.
Wendell Norsworthy oi Mich., and one sister, Mrs. where friends may call.
Marion Mosley officiating.
Mrs. Freeland, 71, was proBurial was in the Young Mayfield Route 5 died Friday Terry i Sally) Lawrence. Murnounced dead on arrival at
Cemetery, west of Lynn at 4:10 p.m. at the Community ray.
Hospital, Mayfield. He had
The funeral will be held about 11 a.m. Saturday at the
Grove.in Calloway- County.
County
been stricken ill suddenly and Wednesday at 10 a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
died from an apparent heart chapel of the J. H. Churchitl Hospital. She had been injured
attack.
Funeral Home with burial to in a two car accident on KenHe was 55 years of age and follow in the Scotts Grove tucky 893, about 2.3 miles east
of Hazel Saturday morning.
was a retired carpenter. He Cemetery.
Kentucky State Police said
had also been formerly
Friends may call at the
The funeral for Mrs. Rosa
Freeland,
Orr Clayton, 87, is being held eniployed for Ward-Elkins, funeral home after 6 p.m. on her husband, Noble
74, apparently lost control of
Mayfield, for several years.
Tuesday.
today at 1 p.m. at the chapel of
his car and skidded into the
Mr. Norsworthy was a
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
path of the eastbound truck
member of the Northside
Home with the Rev. Heyward
driven by Phillips Williams,
Roberts. the Rev. R. J. Bur- Church of Christ. One brother,
42, of Hazel Route 2. Both Mr.
poe, and the Rev. Wayne 011is 0. Anderson, is deceasFreeland and Mr. Williams
Carter officiating. Music is by ed. Born March 10, 1925, he
were admitted to the local
Hobart Gideon, soloist, and was the son of Ethel Boggess
hospital.
Norsworthy, who survives,
Mrs. Otto Erwin, organist.
Ivan Wilson of Hazel died
Survivors include her husServing as pallbearers are and the late W. E. Sunday at 11:30 a.m. at the
band, Noble D. Freeland, to
Raymond Workman, Brent Norsworthy.
County
Murray-Calloway
whom she was married on
He is survived by his wife,
Manning. Dwain Jones,
-.Hospital. He was 91 years of Aug. 1, 1928; one daughter,
James S. Boggess. Bill Hurt, Mrs. Dorys Edwards age.
Mrs. Joyce Stewart, Vidor,
and A. A. Doherty. Burial will Norsworthy; his mother, Mrs.
Mr: Wilson was a veteran of 'Texas; two sisters, Mrs. Mary
follow in the, West Fork Ethel Norworthy, Benton
World War I and was the Ruth Chenoweth and Mrs.
Route 3 near Kirksey; two
Cemetery.
former head of the Art Depart- Corine Raines, Paris, Tenn.;
Lofton
Mildred
Mrs.
sisters,
at
Friday
died
Clayton
Mrs.
ment at Western Kentucky one brother, Calvin Neese,
11:05 p.m. at the Murray- and Miss Mattie Norsworthy, University, Bowling Green,
Buchanan, Tenn.; five grandbrothers.
two
3;
Route
Benton
Hospital.
Calloway County
for 30 years. The Ivan Wilson children.
'Her husband, Charlie Clayton, Boyd Norsworthy, Benton
Center for Fine Arts was
Two sons, Joe and Dalton
Route 3 near Kirksey, and
died Dec.5, 1960.
dedicated in his honor at
Freeland, preceded their
She ,is survived by two Earl Wade Norsworthy, Western University in October
mother in death. Born Jan. 24,
daughters, Mrs. Jack Mayfield Route 7, Coldwater
1973.
1910, in Henry County, Tenn.,
Norsworthy, Murray, and community; several nieces
The deceased and his wife, she was the daughter of the
Mrs. James Wilson, Paducah and nephews.
Emma Meadow Allbritten
late Joe Neese and Stella
The funeral was held SunRoute 2: five grandchildren;
Wilson, to whom he was marBailey Neese.
of
chapel
the
at
p.m.
2
at
four • great grandchildren; day
who
and
1922,
24,
Dec.
ried on
sister-in-law, Mrs. Myrtle Orr, the Byrn Funeral Home, died March 24, 1977, moved to
Hazel Route 2; several nieces Mayfield, with John Hoover
Hazel to reside 10 years ago.
and Lowell Palmer ofand nephews.
Mr. Wilson was an artist who
ficiating.
would not sell his art work for
Pallbearers were Jerry
Final rites for Noah Stallons
many years, and when hid
Walston, Jim Redmond, Edd
he priced it at a price so of Hardin Route 1 were held
Rowland, Darrel Snow.
students could afford to buy Sunday at 2 p.m. at the chapel
Wayne Jackson, and Eugene
his works. His first art exhibit of the Max Churchill Funeral
Hunter. Burial was in the
was at the William G. Nelson Home with the Rev. Otis Jones
Cemetery,
Park
Highland
The funeral for James L.
Gallery in Kansas City, and officiating and Mrs. Oneida
Mayfield.
Smothermon is being held toother shows were throughout White as organist and soloist.
Pallbearers were l.arry
day at 3 p.m. at the chapel of
the United States and at the
- the Dunn Mortuary, EdOld Studio Guild in New York. Jack Sirls, Jerry Weaver,
dyville. with the Rev. Henry
In 1961 he showed his works in Henry Richardson, Eddie
F. Paschall and Rev. Don
Brown. Joe Harold Jones, and
Paris, France.
Short officiating.
Born . July 29, l 9. in Jimmy Jones. Burial was,in
- Burial will follow in the
Calloway County, he was the the New Ferguson Springs
Hickory Grove Cemetery
son of the late Joseph Newton Cemetery at Aurora.
there.
Mr. Stallons, 75, died Friday
Wilson and Ellen Ora Nix
Mrs. Minnie C. Barnes,
- - Mr, Smothermon, 48, EdWilson. One sister, Donnie at 4:45 a.m, at his home.
Jr.,
Prescott,
Major
of
sister
dyville Route 1, died of multiHe is survived by his wife,
preceded him in
at 6:15 Wilson,
ple chest and neck injuries on of Murray,died Friday
Mrs. Ruby Baker Stallons;
death.
Hospital,
Lourdes
at
p.m.
Friday night in a one car acciHe is survived by two four daughters, two step
years of
dent four miles south of Ed- Paducah. She was 74
daughters, four sons, one step
sisters, Mrs. Waylon Annie
Edof
resident
a
and
age
twine. according to the KenPerry. Hazel. and Mrs. son. two sisters,.one brother,
ille.
dyv
- tacky State Police. He was
Leonard !Mary) Craig, 22 grandchildren, and one
Survivors include one
pronounced dead at 5:15 p.m.
Evansville, Ind.; two great grandchild.
Green,
Iona
Mrs.
daughter,
at the scene of the accident on
brothers, Walter Wilson, MurAlexandria, Ohio; four
- Kentucky 293 by Lyon County West
5, and Calvin
Noble ray Route
and
Charlie
sons
Coroner Larry Oliver.
Wilson, Hazel Route 2; several
.Sanders
Edd-yville.
Barnes,,IR,Dies
. State Police said Smothernieces and nephews.
Stanton, and Ben
mon was traveling north when Barnes,
The funeral will be held
three
Ill.;
Marion,
he hit a patch of ice and lost Barnes,
Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the
- Mrs. Nannie Bloodcontrol of the automobile. The sisters
The funeral for Billy Earl
Mrs. Icy chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
went into a ditch and over- worth, Eddyville,
Home with John Dale Darby, manager of the Murand Mrs. Funeral
Princeton,
Wynn,
SmotherMr.
turned, pinning
Oneida ray Kroger Store, will be held
Valencah, Cal.; officiating and Mrs.
moo underneath, the .police Betty Jeffers,
White as organist and soloist. Tuesday at 3 p.m. at the
Major Prescott,
brother.
one
said.
will follow in the New chapel of the Curry Funeral
19 grand- Burial
.Mr, Smothermon was a Jr.. Murray;
-Home, Dyersburg, Tenn.
Providence Cemetery.
-grandgreat
21
children;
meniber offfieSouth Pleasant
call at the Burial will follow in he Dyer
. Friends may
.
•-•
•
•
•
•
-•
•-•-•--•children.•
.....
Grove United Methodist
County' 'Memorial. Gardens
funeral home.
The funeral is being held toChurch in Calloway County.
there.
chapel of
the
at
p.m.
1
at
day
- He.-is survived by his. wife,.
Friends may call at the
EdMrs. Mollie Smothermon; his the Dunn Mortuary',
funeral home.
M.
I.
Rev.
the
With
dyville,
mother. Mrs. Cowes Coats,
Mr. Darby. 30, died about 3
the Rev. Wade
Lexington; one son. Terry Brann and
a.m. Sunday at his home on
Burial
officiating.
Kennedy
Russell Smothermon, EdFarmington Route 1, just off
the Glenn's
dyville; one sister, Mrs. Mar- will follow in
Highway 121 near the
Chapel Cemetery there.
tha Barnett. Hazel.
Carl H. FaLside) Rowland Calloway-Graves County line.
Calloway County Coroner
of 308 Irvan Street, Murray,
died Sunday at 8:50 a.m. at his Tommy Walker said Mr. Darhome. He was 79 years of age by died from carbon monoxide
and was a retired building fumes while sitting in his car
in the garage of his home. His
contractor.
Mr. Rowland was a member death was ruled a suicide, acof the First United Methodist cording to Walker who said his
Church. Born Feb. 5, 1901, in body was discovered Sunday
Calloway County, he was the about 3 an.
He is survived by his
son of the late William
Christopher Rowland and parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mallie
Darby, Dyersburg, Tenn.; his
Mattie Farris Rowland.
He is survived by his wife. wife, Mrs. Diane Darby; one
Mrs. Laverne McDaniel daughter, Miss I,eigh Anne
Rowland, to whom he was Darby, Toledo, Ohio; two
married on Jan. 17, 1926; one sisters, Mrs. Betty Hutson and
Doris Miss Lori Darby, and three
daughter. Miss
Rowland, 308 Irvan Street. brothers - Donald. Tommy,
Murray; one son', Jim and Gerald Darby. all of
Rowland, Wyandotte. Mich.; Dyersburg,Tenn,
two brothers, Pat Rowland,
Murray, and W. C. Rowland.
Feb 3.4.5
Jr., Paris, Tenn.; two nieces,
Barbara ' Barnett, Murray
Route 8, and Margie Garland.
Murray; seven grandThe Calloway County Band
children; two great grandBoosters will meet Tuesday,
children.
(Pine
Wilk SHOPPING
The funeral will be held Feb. 3, at 7 p.m. at the band
Opin7n,
Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the room of the Calloway County
Mom 7534525
chapel of the J. H. Churchill High School. Tom Dowdy,
Funeral Home with the Rev. president, urges all members
Dr. Walter E. Mischke. Jr., of- and interested persons and
ficiating. Burial 'will follow in especially all parents of
Laundered and pressed
seventh and eighth grade band
the Murray City Cemetery.
to perfection
Friends may call at the members to attend the Tues. paccs gooa ins wee"'
day meeting.
folded or on hangers
funeral home.

Wendell Norsworthy
Dies Suddenly At
The Age Of 55

Funeral Is Today
For Mrs. Clayton

Ivan Wilson Dies •
At The Age Of 91;
Known As Artist

Final Rites Held
For Noah Stallons

James Smothermon
Dies In Accident;
Funeral Is Today

Mrs. Minnie Barnes
Dies; Was Sister
Of Mr. Prescott

Billy Earl Darby
At His Home;
Funeral Tuesday

Carl H. Rowland
Dies At His Home;
Services Tuesday

Ii

"That's the way
you want
it".

Sportcoats,
Skirts,
and
Sweaters

One HOUR
DRY

Calloway Band
Boosters To Meet

Madison County Librarian Finds
Bathroom Perfect Spot For Office
By LINDA WARD
Richmond Daily Register
RICHMOND, K. 1AP ) Some executives have offices
with bathrooms. But not many
have them in bathrooms.
Virginia Choate is an exception.
Mrs. Choate, the Madison
County Bookmobile librarian,
was using an electric stove for
a desk until recently, when she
decided to move her office out
of the kitchen.
She says the bathroom is a
big improvement.
The Madison County Public
Library is in the IrvineMcDowell House on Lancaster
Avenue. Space is scarce, thus
the use of the kitchen as an office for the librarians.
The kitchen isn't much
larger than the bathroom. The

. Div L tcl
ia
u,ing the kitchen stove
pist, the volunteer cataloger for a desk. It was the only
and Mrs. Choate worked nose- space left in the kitchen.
People wanted to use her
to-nose sharing one large
table, one small table, the kit-desk" for cooking, however.
chen sink and the electric
-It was difficult to navigate
between the burners,- she
stove.
They also shared their space said. But where else could she
with boxes of books and a move?
"I looked around and decidtypewriter.
When Mrs. Choate was hired ed to stake my C131111 on the
as bookmobile librarian Oct. bathroom." Mrs. Choate said.
1, she was given a stool and "It was only used a 1111111111tIm
the top of a cabinet for a desk. amount of time each day."
She tried that for a while, but
"And we didn't fight her,"
the stool and cabinet were too said Gene Buck, Madison
high.
County I.ibrarian.
"She looked like Tiny Tim's
"I very graciously relinfather, Bob Crachett, working quish my office during any
away on her stool," said her - time of need," Mrs. Choate
husband, Phillip Choate, who said.
helps her with the bookmobile.
After she moved in, the
"My back was killing me," library director, Richard Mursaid Mrs. Choate. Then she
ray'', wondered why he hadn't
thought of using the bathroom
for his offlee.
But Mrs. Choate stood her
ground. "The director has
- been here since July-. If he
The vehicle left the road and • hasn't found the bathroom in
all that time, it's his prolanded on its top, the
blem,"she said.
spokesman said.
She said she is happy with
The accident occurred about
her office - complete with its
1:18 a.m.
window, sink,
textured
In a separate accident
Saturday. Leonard K. Morris,
Route 3, hit a tree. off Kentucky 1346, 1.7 miles east of
Dexter, after he lost control of
his car on a patch of •ice, according to a Calloway County
Two Calloway Countians
Sheriff's Office official.
await extradiction to ilenry
In a third accident, Jonnie County, Tenn., where they are
Freeland, 71, Buchanan. accused of robbing another
Tenn., was pronounced dead Calloway County resident, acat the scene of a two-vehicle cording to Kentucky State
wreck Saturday morning 2.3 Police reports.
miles east of Hazel on KenRoss Talley, 29, Almo,jailed
tucky 893, according to Ken- in- Benton, and Scottie T.
tucky'State Police reports.
Nolin, 27, Murray. in the local
The reports said Freeland's jail, are accused of robbing an
husband, Noble Freeland, 74, unidentified man at gunpoint
lost control of his car, skidded outside the Green Apple
into the path of a truck driven Tavern, Puryear, the reports
by Philip Williams. 42, Route said. KSP officials would not
2, Hazel.
release the name of the vicThe Freeland car was tim.
side,
struck on the passenger
The reports added that the
the reports said.
unidentified man said that
Freeland was admitted to Talley and Nolin forced him to
the Murray - hospital for write checks to them. One
observation.
check, for $22, was cashed at
the tavern while the other was
not cashed,the reportS said.
The state police made the
—
1A/ULSVIII.E. En •API
arrests while the Murray
Estimated receipts cattle aod calves
1500; compared to last week's close
Police Department assisted
slaughter steers uneven. average near
with Nolin's arrest.
steady, heifers 50-1 00 higher: cows
opening steady to r.ori higher b8iiu flrm
11))1 a

Two Uninjured, One
Killed In Accidents
Two local men were not injured in separate one-vehicle
accidents over the weekend
while a Tennessee woman was
killed in a truck-car collision.
Danny S. Champion, Route
6, was treated and released
from the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital early Sunday
night. Champion lost control
of his vehicle northwest bound
-on Coldwater Road in an attempt to miss a dog, a Murray
Department
Police
•
spokesman said.

Burkeen Residence
Destroyed By Fire
Friday Morning
The residence of James
Hugh ,Burkeen was destroyed
by fire Friday, according to a
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad spokesman.
The house, located on Kentucky 1346 off Kentucky 94,
was engulfed when squad
members arrived at the scene,
the spokesman said.
No one was injured.
In another fire, the Pierce
McDougal home was
destroyed early Saturday
night, the spokesman said.
Flames came out the windows before the rescue squad
received the. call,. the
spokesman said. He added the
squad was able to contain the
fire from spreading to other
houses and buildings.
Cause of the fire is unknown,
the spokesman said. He added
that 14 men and three trucks
responded to the call.

Local Men Await
Extradiction

Livestock Market

to 1.00 higher: slaughter calves and
scalers steady; represented feeders
steady to weak. slaughter steers choice
890-1300 lb 61 00-41338, good and choice
950-1155 lb 59.0661.50; good 9161365 lb
56.50-59 50; standard 1050-1535 lb 48.7556.00: slaughter heifers choice 8353110
lb 60.0663.10; 950-1225 lb 55.00-57.00:
good and choice 850-1000 lb 58 0060 50;
utility cows 43.50-48 00. numerous high
dressing 4525-51.00. cutter mostly 40.0044 OD: canner and cutter under 800 Ili
30.0040.00. slaughter bulls grade 1 1820
lb 63.00. grade 1-2 1100-1180 lb 54 0059.25; grade 2 508654.00. good and
Rick of stocks of local interest,at 11
choice 890-1020 lb bullocks 52.-57.25;
a.m. local time today, furnished by First
few choice 166200 lb vealers 69 50-75.00;
of-Mtchtgan Corp.. of Murray:
selected high choice and prime 78.06
17417
83.00: good 62.00-65.00: choice 380-465 lb
1...EFL Fund
calves 57.5662.50; feeder steers medium
..10.50 frame 1 .3116500 lb 65 00-68 50, 500-600 lb
Industrial Average .
..43 -1
Air Products .
65.00-68.50: 635-70511262 25-67 60; 815-1035
unc lb 56.0665 80; large frame 1 795-1000 lb
American Motors
. .10'2
•
Ashland
55.00-58.50. medium frame 2 300-500 lb
52 - n•
American Telephone
59.11065.00; 500-650 lb 550663 00. large
52 .
Chrysler
19'.' -1 2 franie 2 Holsteins 600-1050 lb 50 00-53
Ford Motor
4 -Is heifers medium frame 1 few 300.360 lb
13,
GAF
331, -I
56.00-59.00; 400-500 lb 55.00-61 10. 500-600
General Di name
lb 54.00-62.50. including lot black
..46
......
General Motors
-.2 whiteface 530 1b6250. 600-740 lb 52.25General Tire
22.2 -12 .59.30; medium frame 2 400.600 lb 47.00Goodrich
17'• +
54.00
GoodYear
381. -'14
Gulf Oil
Hogs 700: compared to last Thursday
barrows' and'Ors J.25.151) higher:- .1-2: -+
'........... . . 2812
Heublien.
220.265 lb 41.75-42.10: 2 200-255 lb 41.2564 -:11. 41.75; 2-3 250.275 lb 40.70-41.25: 3 280 lb
28..13 2S...A
39.50;isoWs mosU steads ..1-2 300450
..
35.6636.00; 330-4001k 3680.3700. 440-450
No Trade
Kuhn's Big K
lb 37.00-38.00; 450-500 lb 380639.06 50027'2
Penwalt
lb 39.0639.110; few 1-3 355-310 lb 34.0D622
30Ii
Quaker Oats
3435; 500-5°5 lb 38.0618.75: boars over
4014 -1
Texaco
31 75-3380. under 300 11/ 2023
lb
300
US.Tuba.,
Sheep 25; untested early
16'.64 17A
Wendy's

Cherroest

bathtub, toilet, and a cardboard desk given to her afts
the local census office closed
in September.
'The unly• problem is that I
don't have a phone, but that
may be asking a little much. I
mean lin the only one here
who has an office with a
bathroom," Mrs. Choate said
Mrs. Choate said she wan'.'
to put a sign on the door saying
"Horne of the Madion County
Bookmobile Librarian. We're
ahead of our time."
The move also brought al.
advantage in the kitchen, she
said. "Now, with the stove
hooked up, we can have to-::
and coffee."

Rain Brings Sigh
Of Relief
1,0U1SVILLE, Ky. f API -Kentucky farmers are
breathing a sigh of relief after
a weekend rain that generally
totalled around 1'2 inches.
The National Weather Service reported that west Kentucky received three-quarters
of an inch while central portions of the state got P2 inches
and east Kentucky received
two inches or mae.
The rains came just as north
Kentucky had recorded the
driest January on record. On13 .45 of an inch of rain wax
recorded for north Kentucky
during • January, surpassing
.low of .82 inches
the previous
s
inl
ow.tfall in south Kentucky
8n96
provided about a half inch of
moisture last week.

Ministerial Group
To Meet Wednesday
The Murray-Calloway•County Minister'itAssociation will
meet WednMay, Feb. 4, at 8
a.m, in the private dining
room of the cafeteria of the
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital.
Ray Brownfield will speak
on the "Economics of the
Church and the Reagan Administration," according to
the Rev. Custu.4 Fletcher, program chairman.
The president, the Rev. Dr.
David Roos, urges all
ministers to attend the
meeting.

Chevnat

Chrontest

Wei* n

Stock Market

1980 Citation
4 Door, Blue, Blue il•nterior, V6, automatic. •
power steering, power brakes, air conditioning,
rear window defog Approx 23,xxx miles.

$6277.00

IsePp !hot GrEivot GM Feelimi
/53 /611
64t S.vtif
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The Squeeze
Is Off!
Pay-As-You Drive Car
Insurance Now Available
Now you can buy top-quality /Etna Autorno
bile Insurance without a big lump-sum outlay
/Etna's new CBS(Customer Billing Service) lets
you pay your premium in easy monthly installments! What's more. you'll always be notified
when changes have affected your premium.
Best of all, you can pay. within minimum and
maximum limits, as little or as much of your bill
as you choose -just as you pay for other goods
and services. For further details, simply call our
agency.

Think Positive. Think 'Etna. Think ...

cLeaneRs

KING-LANDOLT
Lani

INSURANCE CEN'FR
OF MURRAY

Ph. 753-8355

David KinrGene landolt•Adele Kupthella

, One Meat
Tteo l'egetables
Drink
Gronnv Do The (:00/i''n ii

GRANNY'S
PORCH
309 N. 16th
(Neu to campus)
it,.

Otto,'

Ar•

-

-My er,
litre. Nil,(OW mi tr,
rteit,1 111:1510.m.- 4:i4/JO
rievirt,.

